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Population pressure is a global problem which especially
foreshadows the future of Third World countries" In many of

these countries, the problems of land fragmentation and

subdivision, declining crop yields and mal-nutrition,

deforestation and increased soil erosion, and a swelling

flow of urban-bound migrants are aI1 widespread.

Consequences of population pressure function as neither

discrete nor as Iinear variables. Instead they interact
synergistically, accelerate, and compound exponentially. As

populations grovr and require more from finite resource

bases, pressures gain momentum with pervasive impact, Man-

Iand and man-man baLances tilt. Deterioration of rural
resources progress with lasting effect. Conditions of life
worsen for following generations.

Kenya is one of many underdeveloped counLries with a

ÀBSTRACT

worsening population-resource balance.

deteriorating population-resource balance is a product of

limited resource base and an explosive demographic arowth

rate" Four fifths of the country is classified as arid and

semi-arid, and throughout these dry regions, signs of

environmental stress and evidence of deteriorating human

conditions have become increasingly common.

I ts rapidly

v11



This study sets out to investigate the magnitude of

population pressure in Kitui District. Kitui District is one

of Kenya's marginal regions; while the overall population

density is low, population pressure has reached crisis
proportions" Whereas in many of the arid and semi-arid

regions of Kenya research has been undertaken on the issue

of population pressure, Kitui District has so far been

neglected. This study attempts to filI this apparent gap"

population pressure in the district. First¡ âD historical
search for the roots and evolution of population pressure is
undertaken; secondr âD estimation of carrying capacities is
made; and finally, the symptoms (or indices) of population

pressure are analysed" Principal Component Analysis and

Multivariate Ànalysis of Variance are used to analyse data

on the symptoms of population pressure"

The results of the study indicate that population

pressure is not a recent phenomenon in Kitui District" It
dates back to the begining of eritish colonial intervention
in 1893 when Àfrican Native Reserves were first established

to confine Africans to specifically bounded areas. Carrying

capacity estimates indicate that the district is nol¡

'overpopulated' and that some Locationsl in Central and

Mwingi Divisions 2 have already exceeded their carrying

Three approaches are applied to the investigation of

see Glossary

see Glossary
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capacities by more than one hundred percent"

Results of the analysis of selected population pressure

indices indicate that there is a significant difference
between the three ecological zones that occur in Kituí
District, The analysis shows that population pressure is
most severe in the high- and medium-potential ecological

zones, but that the low-potential zone has still some

capacity for settling more people.

In its recommendations, the study caIIs for increased

effort in the reduction of population growth, for population

resettlement, and for greater levels of environmental

educat i on .

1X



The following torms are used at differeñt stages in this study.

Akamba (singular, Mukambal - the Natives of Kitui and Machakos districts.

Kikamba - the languags of the Akamba

Ukambani - refers lo Kitu¡ and Machakos districls

4""^i - tho educated, or tho previledged

Svengo - cattle posts

Weu - communal grazing lands where cattle posts are established

Misyi(singular, W! - homestead, household

Muunda - a piece of cultivated land

Munanda - a gathering for animal inoculation

-N*!!, Mawa, Muatine, Kith¡o, chang,aa - types of locally brewed beer

Kaweto - a woman (usually young) 'married' to a sterile woman for purposo of
þñc-tion

GLOSSARY

Crown Lands - areas which wsre reserved for exclusive uso of the colonial govsrnmont
aìiffiñjõñTcalpeople had no acc€ss

Trustlands - lands which have not boen gazetted or allocated on title

Division - an administrative unit in a District

Location - an administrative unit in a Division

Sub-location - an administrative unit in a Location

KES - Kenya Shillings (KES 17.00 = $ 1.OO Canadian)

Murram Roads - roads conslructed using gravel
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Throughout Kenya today, and Africa in general, the arid and

semi-arid regions (also known as the marginal regions or the

rangelands) are facing a very serious problem of demographic

stress. Environmental degradation has become increasingly
apparent on the landscape as a result of this stress"
Denuded hills and plains, large erosion shelves, and deep

gulleys are, among other features, now quite conspicuous.

These features are manifestations of an imbalance

between humans and the resources which support them, or what

some scholars have termed as "Population pressure"

( zet insky, et aI , 1970; Anzagi and Bernard , 1977 ; Steel ,

1970)" However, the process of population pressure (ppn)

cannot be simply defined.

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

By and large, studies on landscape deterioration and

degeneration of human conditions see population pressure as

a complex process having several interrelated parts. This

complexity requires careful analysis so as to identify and

illuminate the various components of the process and show

their multicausal relationships" Perhaps the best way to
understand population pressure is to examine the systems

view of the process"
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Systems theory is an analytical tool for studying

complex situations in order to bring into the discussion the

Iargest possible number of interconnected factors.
According to this view, the behaviour of each individual
component can best be seen in the light of the whole. À

systems view not only helps to specify parts but leads to an

understanding of their role and function within the entire
framework (MunLon, 1973:685)" Systems analysis focusses on

the flows and interconnections between parts and addresses

the question of how a system is organised, how it functions,
its degree of stability, and how it has evoLved through time
(garris, 1969; Munton, 1973; Stoddart, 1 965) " À systems

evolutioir through time is an uþptoptiate conceptuar basis

within which to examine change.

questions on the attributes common to all systems can lead

to informed projections on how the system might work in the

future under a variety of hypothesized circumstances (Harris

1969:135).

Unlike ecosystem theory in biology, which emphasizes

stabitity and regularity behaviour of systems phenomena,

systems analysis is more f lexible (Bennet, 1976..21) 
"

Although human actions concerning the environment engender

feedbacks and processes resembling biological systems, there

are distinct human factors that ought to be considered.

These human factors include "means and ends r purposive

act.ions, rational and irrational decisions, uncontrollable
and controlled wants and desires. . . " (Bennet, 1976:"32) .

The answers to the
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Bennet (1976:32) continues to argue that if these

aspects of cultural ecology are emphasised, the focus wiLl
shift away from views of the relationships of technology,
population and environment as a static or balanced system

characterising sma11, relatively isolated groups, to concern

for dynamic processes of resources use in complex socio

natural systems that characterize most of the worId" Human

processes are dynamic and operate in an open system" A

systems perspective a1lows population pressure and its
components to be considered at various scales.
(lgll ) noted that it provides an opportunity to consider

both hidden and observable consequences in the light of

subtle sociocultural processes.

An attempt to apply systems concepts in the Study of

Population Pressure by Bernard (1977) illuminated the

complex nature of the process.

framework a1lows both the environmentar consequences and the

socio-economic effects of population-resource imbalance to
be put within a single framework.

not possible to fully quantify the cycle of population

pressure as proposed by some scholars Iike AIlan (1965),

Bernard argues that the systems approach leads to a greater

understanding of a process previously explained in simple,

and even erroneous terms"

Bernard's formulation begins with the assumption of a

cybernetic system which theoretically is an equitibrium or

Bernard

Bernard's theoretical

While noting that it is
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homeostatic state. This assumption is based on the premise

that society has through time negotiated a set of practises

to utilize the environment without leading to degradation of

the physical resource and human conditions or both. As the

population increases, the homeostatic state is disturbed.

This may be corrected in either of two ways (rigure 1 ),
FolIowing Boserup's (1965) view, should population increase

be gradual, density increase may lead to more intensive land

use and careful resource conservation.

investment in human labour,

technology. The total effect of this investment leads to

higher leve1s of production that support more people. At

this point, the system may be said to have reached a new

equilibrium.

Alternatively, the adjustment mechanism can take the

path first proposed by Malthus (1798)" Malthus argued that

the tendency or po!.rer of every species, including the human

one, is to increase at a geometric progression (1r 21 4, 8,

16, 32, " " " ) , while under the most favourable conditions,
its subsistence increases at an arithmetic rate (1r 2r 3, 4,

5, 6, . . . ) . Thus, when unchecked, population doubles once

every generation, while the supply of food increases at a

much lower rate and in effect the population puts strain on

the food and all the other resources which support it, In

other words, population growth leads to higher densities and

overcrowding, food shortages and resource degradation"

better tools and higher

This requires
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Under crowded circumstances an area would be suffering
from popuration pressure and the resurtant environmental

deterioration briefly mentioned earlier, and comprehensively

discussed in chapter Two, wourd ensue. rncreasing numbers

of people per unit area and their activities would place

heavy stress on the system and may lead to increased

mortality or outmigration (Sindiga, 1986:45). Both resource

base and society wiIl suffer from population pressure.

Bernard diagrammed this scenario to irlustrate the cycle of
population pressure (rigure 2) " Most of the symptoms of
population pressure mutually reinforce one another and the

chain reaction is cyclica1.

1 " 1 THE OVERRIÐING PURPOSE OF THE RESEÀRCH

This research is an attempt to study population pressure in
the arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya by using Kitui
district as an example. Three different approaches are used

in the investigation. First¡ âD attempt is made to explore

the historical evolution of the popuration pressure problem

in Kitui district through lit.erature review on the subject.
Second, human carrying capac ities for di fferent
administrative units3 of Kitui district are computed.

Third, symptoms of population pressure Lhroughout the Lhree

ecological zones are analyzed using principle Component

3 ¡<itui, rike
administrative
smallest from
Villages (see

other districts in Kenya,
units ranging from the

Divisions, Locations,
Figure 10)"

is divided into
largest to the

Sub-locations and



Land Shortage.

Continuous Use of
Marginal Lands

Declining
Standard of
Living

inig Crop Yields,

Use of Less
Nutritious CroPs.

Malnutrition and
Undernutrition.

Soil Erosion,
Soil Deterioration

Figure 2: The Cycle Of Population Pressure.

Farming System
Breakdown.

I From Bernard,1977.]



I
Analysis, Multiple Analysis of Variance, and descriptive
statistics. An atLempt is al-so made Lo relate the results
of the carrying capacities to t.he population pressure

sympt oms .

current chapter presents t.he statement of the problem,

objectives, and scope of the study, and provides the

spec i f ic research questions and the conceptualised

significance of the study. In Chapter Two, a literature
review is undertaken. Specifically addressed in this
chapter is a detailed discussion of the concept of

population pressure, its measurements, and the empirical
research which has been carried out in the process. Chapter

Three gives background information of the area of study in
terms of its location and size r €cological potential,
population growth and trends, and the emergence of

population pressure in Kenya in general, and in the arid and

semi-arid regions of the country. Chapter Four presents the

methodology: sampling procedures, types of data, methods of

data collection and analysis, and critical evaluation of the

methods used to analyse data. Data analysis is presented in

The study is organised into seven chapters.

Chapters Five and Six.

in Chapter Seven.

The

Summary and conclusions are stated



1 "2 THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Population-resource relationships have created major

contemporary problems, yet their study has often been less

than vigorously pursued or neglected. Kenya has one of the

highest population growth rates in the world (4"1% p.â.¡
Population Reference Bureau, 1989a) but only a Iimited
portion of arable land. Four-fifths of Kenya's land can be

classified as marginal (aetined as land of low agricultural
potential). As a result of this high population growth

these marginal areas are experiencing continuing demographic

st ress "

However, talking of high demographic stress in Kenya's

marginal lands may be surprising t.o those familiar with the

comparatively low population densities in these areas.

Nevertheless, crude density per se has been described as a
misleading statistic (Hance, 1968:7). This is because

population pressure upon resources may occur where densities
are low.

In general, Kenya's rangelands are densely populated

relative to pastoral areas in other African countries (Von

Kaufmann , 197 6:255) .

urgency of dealing with social problems related to the rapid
population growth in the medium and low potential areas of

the country where crop production is feasible but very risky
( ttenya , 197 9b:21 1 ) "

ecosystems susceptible to environmental destruction under

human occupation and use.

The Kenya government has noted the

These regions constitute fragile
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As population pressure is exerted in Kenya's higher

potential highland areas, shock waves travel down the

ecological gradient and overspill on the marginal areas.

Migrants from high-potential districts, which have reached

or exceeded carrying capacity, move into the marginal areas

in search of a place to settle and cultivate (Mbithi and

Barnes, 1975). In these latter regions population pressure

has reached crisis leveI (Sindiga and Burnett, 1988:234;

Bernard , 1978:12; Kenya , 1979b:211) see Table 3 "3 in
Chapt.er Three.

About two decades agor the International Labour Office
mission to Kenya noted that surface soil degradation and

erosion in the marginal areas had become chronic (llO,

1972:405), Other symptoms of the physical destruction of

the land included drying up of streams, cultivating on river
banks leading to silting of streams and dams, unchecked

gullying of cultivated slopes, and sheet erosion following
bad grazing practices.

that increasing populat.ion growth in the drier areas of

Kenya has led to a pressure exceeding the carrying capacity

of the Iand, which in turn has led to lower income per

capita, and even famine (wortd Bank, 1 980:53 ) .

Besides population growth, strong political forces and

cultural practises have been identified as among the most

important factors responsible for population pressure in

these regions " For instance , land adjudicat ion and

Much 1ater, the World Bank noted
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consolidation on the highland areas and in the marginal

zones often creates landlessness. In additionr ãtr

inheritance system which provides land tenure only to sons

(and at times only to one, the eldest) stilt produces more

populat.ion pressure in Kenya (Benard, 1986).

Yet, with this mounting awareness of population

pressure and its disastrous conseguences, relatively Iittle
attention has been focussed on the effect of people and

their activities in the marginal areas of Kenya, especially
at the district level like Kitui. past studies on Kenya's

rural population-land relationship have concentrated on

crude densities (Ominde, 19631 Owako, 1969 and 1971; Anzagi

and Bernard, 1977)" As indicated earlier, crude density is
not a good measure of population-resource relationship.
Sindiga (1984:23) stated that population pressure is a

relative term, meaningful only in the context of such

variables as an area's natural resource potential, its
socio-economic organization, methods of production and the

standard of l iving. Also Mabogun je ( 1 970 : 1 '1 5-8 ) noted thaL

the factor of "expectations" of a community is crucial to
understanding population pressure.

Thus, Iack of relevant information is still a major

handicap in understanding population pressure in these

areas" several researchers have noted this (u¡ittri and

I^iisner, 1973; Mutiso, 1975; Bernard, 1972) " Unless þ¡e

understand the nature and magnitude of popuration pressure
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in these areas, it will be difficult to stabilize land use

systems, reverse environmental destruction and raise the

standard of living of local communities.

This study sets out to investigate the nature and the

magnitude of population pressure in Kitui district, Kenya.

Kitui districL provides an excellent example of an arid
region where overall population density is relatively 1ow,

but where recurrent famine,

especially among the infants and children, and chronic
poverty and diseases continue threatening the lives of the

Akamba people (ttre Natives of Kitui and Machakos districts)"
On the landscape, signs of over-exploitation of resources

(soil erosion, clearing of bush, water resource misuse, etc)
are apparent.. Yet, the population has continued to grow at
an alarming rate without any assessment of how much pressure

it places on the environment.

Among all the arid and semi-arid districts of Kenya,

Kitui is the only district which has been neglected in terms

of research related to population-resource relationships"
In neighbouring Machakos district, some research has been

carried out (Owako, 1969 and 1971; Mbithi and Barnes, 1975;

Moore, 1979) " Other areas in Kenya under similar ecological

conditions, have also been researched such as Kajiado and

Narok districts (Sindiga, 1984 and 1986; Campbel1, 1986),

Baringo district (Ominde, 1963) and Embu district (Bernard,

1972 and 1978) " This research focusses specifically upon

escalating malnutrition



Kitui district to close

bring to centre-stage the

is facing the district at

1.3 OBJECTIVES ÀND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The broad theme of the current research is to investigate
and provide background information on the origin of

population pressure problem in Kitui district. In addition,
the research aims at assessing the magnitude and spatial
occurrence of the contemporary population pressure within
Kitui district. Specifically this research has the

following aims:

13

this apparent gap and partly to
population pressure problem which

present.

To undertake an historical search for the roots and

evolution of the population pressure problem in Kitui
district" This involves the investigation of events

and circumstances in both colonial and independent

Kenya which might have led to population pressure in
the district"

2 " To compute carrying capac ities for the f ive

administrative Ðivisions and the twenty seven

Locations of Kitui Ðistrict in order to expose the

spatial occurrence of the population pressure problem

within the area. This requires identification of

the areas which have reached or exceeded their
carrying capacities, and for areas which have not, an
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estimation of how long they would take to reach such

a stage "

3. To investigate the impacts of population pressure on

the environment¡ âs y¡ell as upon human conditions

identification of population pressure symptoms on the

environment and on human conditionsr âs well as an

assessment. of how severe these symptoms are

throughout the three ecological divisions"
4. Àlso, the research attempts to discuss the factors

responsible for high population growth in Kitui
di str ict "

within the district "

Basically, population growth has been repeatedly cited as

one of the major elements fuelling population pressure in
Àfrica (Hance, 1968; Al1an, 1965; Bernard, 1977) 

"

rnvestigation of the factors which lead to high population

growth is considered quite essentiar because once such

factors are identified, it is possibre to plan strategies to
counter the problem.

This necessitates the

In order to explore the factors underlying high

population growth in Kitui district, a review of rerevant

Iiterature published by scholars, the Kenya government, and

by non-governmental agencies is undertaken, An attempt is
arso made to establish how rocal people in the district
perceive population pressure,

local people are aware that they have a population problem,

This is done to establish if
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and if sor to suggest possible/potential solutions to the

problem, In addition, this is deemed necessary since once

the attitudes of the community towards population pressure

are identified, it becomes easier for planners to design

acceptable ameliorative measures to reduce the problem.

1.4 RESEARCH OUESTIONS

1o achieve these objectives in terms of the perspective

presented in t,his chapter, this research attempts to answer

the following specific questions:

1. What were.the historical events,and circumstances

which led to population-resource problems and

population pressure in Kitui district?
What are the significant population pressure symptoms

on the environment and upon human conditions in Kitui
district?

2"

3. How severe is the population pressure problem in

Kitui district? which areas are most or least
affected, and how long wiIl the least affected areas

take to begin experiencing the problem?

Which factors have Ied to the failure of populaÈion

policy in Kenya after more than two decades of active
government and non-government population control
programmes ?

A,
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t^lhat are the 1ocaI perceptions of the effects of

population pressure upon the environment?

What types of community reactions to population

pressure exist? that is, what are loca1 strategies
for coping with population pressure?

6.

1.5 THE SIGNIFTCANCE OF THE STUDY

Population pressure is a critical constraint to regional

development in Africa. In particular, population pressure

is closely related to the need for economic development in

tropical Africa. Yet the problem of population pressure has

frequently been underestimated or ignored (Bernard, 1982;

World Bank, 1984). Àlthough theoretical opinion differs on

the definite effects of population pressure upon rural
transformation of agrarian-based societies, there is no

denying that the two are interlinked.

A study of population pressure on resources reveafs

areas which mâyr under existing land use, farming practises,

and at the current stage of developmentu be suffering from

acute pressure.

policies towards economic transformations by focussing on

such variables as soil conservation, land use

intensification, increasing production, and creating ne!{

opportunities of employment to absorb new labour. In other

words, the information which emerges from Lhis research can

This knowledge can help shape wiser
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be. very useful in laying strategies for counteract.ing

problems such as soil erosion, malnutrition, forest
depletion, and many others.

also plan strategies for population redistribution and

resettlement much more easily with the heJ.p of the type of

data being made available by research such as this. Thus,

wiser interventionist policies for rural transformation can

emanate from the knowledge of population dynamics and the

available resources Ì{ithin the contexL of prevailing
technologies. Because population pressure investigations
consider not merely population numbers and area, but also
population and resources within given land use systems, the

understanding of population pressure becomes a useful
planning tool.

The Government of Kenya can

It is suggested that this research will be of great

value not only to the Government of Kenya, but also to other

organizations and individuals who may be dealing with
population-resource relationships within the arid and semi-

arid regions of Africa or elsewhere.



The purpose of this chapter is to examine more closely the

process of population pressure (ppn) and the various

techniques used in measuring it" After a reviev¡ of various

methods of measuring the process, carrying capacity and

conseguences of population pressure are selected and

discussed in more detail for the purpose of this study"

Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW ANÐ HYPOTHESES

2"1 THE CONCEPT OF POPULÀTION PRESSURE

Although population pressure is an extremely widely used

term in all the disciplines that deal with human-environment

relations, notably Geography and Anthropology, its
definition is a major problem and its measuremenL is another

difficulty.

The numerous reviews of seminal works on population and

agricultural development by Boserup (1965) and Àllan (1949

and 1965) attest to the interest focussed upon the notion of

population pressure (for example, Grigg, 1976; Porter, 1970

and 1978; Reining, 1973; Moore, 1971). But Browning

(1970271) noted that the concept is conceptually based on

vague and uncertain notions " The concept also lacks

18



universal definition.
same discipline and those in different fields
population pressure dif ferently"

defined population pressure

Browning (1970:72) and Kay (1970:363), for instance,

resources of a community and its population.

that population pressure may be caused by either
in population,

Di f ferent pract itioners

Population pressure symptoms then manifest themselves on the

resources or the community or both.

Àbout two decades ago, a symposium on population

pressure upon physical and social resources in developing

lands could not come up h'ith a single universal definition
of the concept. After reviewing voluminous contributions
from the participants, the editors in their epilogue

a deterioration of

as an imbalance between the

19

within the

conceive of

(zetinsky, et a1,

that:
The beast tre call PPR is too large, ambiguous, and
ambulatory to be simply catalogued" It is bigger
than we suspected previously; it has too many
appendages, angles, and wrinkles for comfort, and
it may travel in herds" We have succeeded only in
demonstrating that it is truly multidimensional,
that it involves relationships among many
different sets of variables - ecological, social,
technological, psychological, and historical. It
is impossible to produce a simple ¡ uñiversal
definition that subsumes all the many kinds of
pressure situations observed at different places
and in different periods. But vre are all uneasily
aware that it exists. It is quite possible that
the interdisciplinary perplexity concerning the
essential nature of PPR reflects a profound truth,
that we are in the presence of a highly relative
concept that must be defined afresh in every nevr
context,

resources or both"

They noted

an increase

1970:581-582) metaphorically concluded
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The participants of the symposium, however, seemed to
âctrêê l-hal- rìa\nrr'l ¡{- ì nn nrÞGcrrrê crrnnac} e c^ñô .i mì".o'l ¡n^oge::reres vv¡¡.v ¡¡¡rvq¿s¿¡9ç

between human numbers and their needs and the natural and

human resources of a given area.

definition of population pressure eluded the participants of

the symposium is because each one of them had a working

definition for his own unique background.

Thus, population pressure can only be given at least a

relative definition. It has meaning when put in the context

of the number of people utilizing an identifiable area,

taking into account the level of technotogy of the group and

its socio-economic needs" This means that for every nevt

investigation of population pressure, the concept musL be

defined operationaly. To begin with, population pressure

may be viewed as a process of deteriorating habitats and

human conditions when the capacity of an environment has

been surpassed"

Having given a relative definition, the next problem is
sorting out its many "appendages, angles, and wrinkles".
That is, what are the detailed elements and processes which

make up population pressure? How are they interlinked? The

complexities of population pressure make it difficult not

only to identify various el-ements in the equation but to

The reason why a precise

unravel the way these interact Ì,¡ith one another.

problem further complicates attempts to explain in any

certainty causaliLy in population pressure circumstances.

Thi s
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Land practises must be thoroughly probed and the

interrelationships with the biophysical environment

determined. Population pressure involves many elements

which make it hard to quantify the variables. Also these

elements interact in dynamic rather than a static manner.

Population pressure is a process and not a condition
(Browning, 1970) 

"

utilize resources differently" Kay (1970:366) for instance

noted that agrarian economies rely heavily on natural
resources directly within their environment whereas

industrial ones rely upon "adaptation of natural forces to
produce required commodities", Population pressure study

requires a detailed understanding of the culture of the

group in question" In addition, a study of population

pressure must consider the environmental potential and how

this varies over space (Sindiga 1 986 :23) . porter (197 0: 1 89 )

added that the purpose for environmental assessment is to
find out the "optional land uses which are compatible with
nature and society".

Further difficulty of working with the concept of ppR

relates to the issue of the definition of resources.

Resources are defined differently in the underdeveloped and

developed worlds" Browning (1970272) noted that in the

former, the preoccupation stilI is r+ith the basic

necessities of Iife such as shelter, clothing, and food. In

Ànother issue is that di f f erent agricul-tura1 groups
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the developed world resources are not defined in the sense

of vital sustenance requirements (because basic necessities,
except for isolated pockets, do not pose serious problems to
supply) (¡rowning, 1970:72)" Instead, the definition goes

beyond to include such amenities as recreation, cl-ean air,
education, health care, and so on. Population pressure may

thus mean different things in the two worlds.

and areal.

Finally there is the problem of scale, both temporal

affect population pressure. These shifts must be identified
and defined if the concern of an analysis must be defined.
The scale of investigation might be a community, region or

nation-state. À national level analysis obscures local and

Short term fluctuations in the economy could

regional variations in population pressure.

variations may be a result of cultural differences in

resource perception and use,

Anyhow, despite these problems involved in def ining
resources, scales of investigation and the like, population

pressure study and analysis has increasingly become an

important tool for planning in many parts of the semi-arid

and arid regions of Africa" Population pressure analysis is
largely inevitable in many of these regions.

For the purpose of this study, population pressure is
defined as the long-term process of deterioration of the

physical earth and human conditions as a result of excess

numbers of humans, with a given technology, in relation to
the carrying capacity of the land.

and ecological factors "

These



2.2 MEASUREMENT OF POPULATION PRESSURE

À number of techniques have been advanced towards r,he

measurement of population pressure"

those commonly used" Carrying capacity and conseguences of
population pressure are discussed in more detail because

they are the ones used in the current research"

2"2"1 Crude Density (erithmetic Densitv)

Crude density, or v¡hat is popularly termed as arithmetic
density, is the ratio of people to a unit of land area. It
is the most frequently used measure of population

distribution" This is probably because the aggregate data

required to compute it are always avaitable from government

population census and land reports. Àrithmetic density is,
however, most useful when applied to smaIl statistical
areas. t{hen used at regional or national scales, the

statistic is misleading because it conceals the areal
variation of population and resources (Sindiga, 1984)"

Bernard and Ànzag i (1979 ".23 ) argued that ar ithmet ic
densities alone cannot lead to conclusions about poputation

pressure even when dealing with small areas. To this Hance

(1972:a0) added that

This section presents

23

Taken by themselves, crude density figures cannot
be used to adduce pressure of populat.ion or lack
thereof even when relating one local- density
figure to another
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In fact, Hance argued that. the persistent use of the

arithmetic density by scholars is responsible for the

popular but erroneous notion that large parts of Àfrica do

not suffer from population pressure"

2 "2.2 Physioloqical (¡lutrition ) oensiLv

Physiological or nutrition density is the ratio of total
population in a given area to the amount of arable land in
the area . According to Trewartha (1979 ".23) , physiological

density is a more accurate measure of population pressure

than crude density since it "eliminates from the denominator

barren areas and others like hills and steep slopes which

are not suitable for agricultural producLion".

The problem with physiological density technique is
that it assumes that non-arable land is not in productive

use. Moreover, it is difficult to define what is arable in
light of varying ecological potential" Àgain, actual land

productivity will depend on farming technology which also

varies from one community to another. Trewartha (1910;7a)

succinctly summarized the problems of physiological density
as follows:

It errs in eliminating all productive non-arable
land, including forests, wild pasture, mining
land, and scenÍc areas.
recognize the great variations in oulput of
various arable lands having different climates,
soils and drainage characteristics.

It likewise does not
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Trewartha was convinced, however, that physiological

density provides better indicator t.han does arithmetic
density of the degree of crowding in a region compared with

its physical potential for producing food and agricultural
raw materials (Trewartha, 1970274) 

"

2"2.3 Àqricultural Densitv

Agricultural density is a further attempt to refine the

population-Iand ratio. It is expressed as

Agricultural Population

Agricultural density as a measure of population pressure has

a number of limitations"

Cultivated Àrea

people in an area with only that portion of land which is
cultivated. The measure is limited in the sense that all
people in a given region are assumed to be cultivators"
Furthermore, the varying ecological potential from one area

to another and differing farming practises make comparison

of population pressure of one place and another difficult.
Both physiological density and the agricultural density are

too limited in focus and are unsatisfactory measures of

population pressure (Sindiga 1986:26) .

Agricultural density compares

2"2"4 Equilibrium and Ootimum Population Densitv

As already noted¡ population pressure is an imbalance

beLween the numbers of people and the resources which

support them" This view implies a specific figure or range
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of densities whose bounds represent some balance between

numbers of people and supporting resources in a given area

without deterioration of environment. Thus population and

resources can be said to be in some form of equilibrium"
This equilibrium is often described as the optimum

population density or population optimum (Crigg, 1976) 
"

Optimum population density is the population at which

with given resources and a given technology output per head

is maximized (Crigg, 1976:140). Ideally a community could

maintain the equilibrium once the optimum population has

been attained" Should numbers of people increase beyond the

optimum, the total output will continue to increase but the

average output per person will decline; and so too will the

marginal productivity (Crigg , 1976: 1 A0 ) . At this point , a

community is said to be suffering from population pressure,

The problem with the technique is that the optimum

population density is difficult to define or measure and

assumes no changes in either technology or resources. WhiIe

the concept is attractive to use, it cannot be meaningfully

defined (Stee1, 1970'"4)" For instance, maximization of

output per head "depends upon external needs of a population

as well as their internal expectations and perceptions"
(Anzagi and Bernard , 1977 '" 4) . Peoples' expectat ions about

the standards of living and their perception about the

future are, however, ever changing (uabogunje, 1970).
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Despite these criticisms, the concept still is popular

(Bernard, 1977) " Optimum density is a useful tool, even if
in practise there are difficulties with its measurements.

The persistence of the concept of optimum population density
might be attributed to the increasing role of planning in
the modern world where optimal allocation of scarce

resources is a central consideration (Browning, 1970271).

Attempts to measure population optimum suggest that
there is some equilibrium state which would be upset by

further population increase to cause overpopulation. But

both optimum population and overpopulation lose meaning

because they raise numerous difficulties in definitions.
Optimum population appears to be an elusive measure in a

dynamic world with constant changes in technology, economy

and social relations" Browning (1970:75) stated that
So dynamic is the relationship between population
and resources that the notions of equilibrium and
disequilibrium lose much of their meaning, for it
is only during short periods that equilibrium
states can be maintained"

The idea of equilibrium can only be supported with
diachronic data (Sindiga, 1986:28). However, such data are

not easy to get" Like crude density and agricultural
density, optimum population density are unsatisfactory
indices for population pressure (Sindiga, 1986:28).



2"2"5 Carrvinq Capacitv

Àpplied research for rural development planning in Africa
almost inevitably raises the question of how many people and

how much of their activity a given tract of land can support

at a given level of technology. Development planners

attempting to improve productivity in East Àfrica have often

applied the concept of carrying capacity to assess the

present and potential man-Iand relationships and to plan

accordingly. In colonial times governments wanted to know

how many people could live in an area without environmental

deterioraLion or how many workers could be drawn away from

an area without depleting the area's productivity (Porter,

1978) " Now carrying capacities are computed eithär as an

initial point of departure in rural development planning or

as the culmination of a regional development plan.

intention of modern carrying capacity modeling is "to
achieve a prefered maximum density of population which can

be supported in each vegetation soil region of the country

ï¡ithout damage to the Iand" (Bernard, 1986:'1 ) .

The concept of carrying capacity has been borrowed from

wildlife biology and range management where it has been

applied to the management of wild and domesticated animal

populations. wildlife biologists know, for example, the

capacity of the rangelands for various species of herbivore.

Knowing the specific carrying capacity, biologists can

manage the resource base through the adjustment of predator

or hunting pressure or by altering habitat conditions"

28

The
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Carrying capacity is a venerable idea in geography,

although many in the di sc ipl ine have been di ssat i sf ied r¿i th
the way it has been measured (Clarke, 1965).

capacity is defined as the maximum number of people and the

rever of their activities an area can sustain in perpetuity
at an acceptable quality of life without resource

deterioration (Bernard, 1 986) " Allan ( 1 965:89) stated that:
For every area of land to which a given system of
land usage is applied, there is a population limit
which cannot be exceeded without setting in motion
the process of Land degradation" This limit may
be termed the critical population or carrying
capacity for that system of land usage.

carrying capacity recognizes that all habitats have a finite
assimilative capabitity" In theory when this upper limit is
violatedr âh environmental decline sets in, ultimately
leading to food shortages" Few would deny that the earth
and its regions have limits" Carrying capacity is a

quantitative expression of such Iimits.

À number of scholars have applied the concept of

carrying capacity to the study of population-resource

relationships. Before examining the apprications, it should

first be mentioned that carrying capacity research has not

always had a strictly applied purpose. From the very early
times much research on carrying capac ity focussed on

paleotechnic systems of shifting cultivation because of

their relative simpricity and their self-sufficiency (Brush,

1975) " studies in this genre incrude carneiro's (1960) work

in Latin America, that of conklin (1959) and Gourou (1956)

Carrying



in Southeast Asia, and Rappaport's ( I

Tsembaga of New GuinÊâ" Zubrow (1975)

(1974) used the concept to estimate

historic populations" In none of these

capacity an end in itsetf . In all cases

theoretical than applied"

On the Àfrican scene, Allan (1949) computed carrying
capacities for different regions under the shifting
cultivation system known âs, citemene, in Northern Rhodesia

(now Zambia)" He used his results to recommend resettLement

of people from overcrowded areas.

Àllan's formula required three pieces of data: the

"cultivation factor" (C), or the cultivated area needed to
support one person; the percentage of land in the area that
is f it for cultivation (p); and t.he land use factor (r,U),

defined as the total number of "garden areas" or fields
required to keep one field continuously under cultivation,
The area required for one person is determined by combining

the above variables in the formula 1 OOCLU/P where:

Cultivation Period + Fallow Period
C=

Cultivation Period

where C = Cultivation Factor

968 ) Study

and Bavl i

aboriginal

studies i s

the outcome
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of the

ss-Smi th

or pre-

carrying

is more

LU = the mean acreage in cultivation at any one
time per head of population.

P = the cultivatable percentage of the type (that
is soil and land)



x
Critical Population Size =

( 1 00 cLU) /P

where X = total land area available to the
commun i ty "

Allan ( 1 965:.291) noted that land requirements of a

+¡holly pastoral society can be determined by two factors,
namely: the number of livestock needed for individuat or

family subsistence, and the stock carrying capacity of the

pastures 
"

Ànother study which used the carrying capacity method

was that of the ReIief and Rehabilitation Commission in

Ethiopia (Brown, 1975) " This Commission was appointed at
the end of 1968-73 Et.hiopian drought to recommend measures

for the long-term rehabilitation and rural development of

WolIo and Tigre provinces and other parts of the country

that had been devastated by the drought.

The mission constructed ecological and topographical

profiles for the two provinces. The classification yielded

eight major ecological zones. The mission then defined the

agricultural potential of each zone, noLing in particular
the pr inc ipal factors 1i kely to hinder agricultural
development" The next step was to work out the availability
of arable land on t.he basis of t.he ecological conditions.
Further, using the ecological and topographical criteria set

31
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forth, the mission worked out crop and animal combinations

for each zone and possible average yields" The final
outcome of the analysis vras theoretical carrying capacities

or "safe maximum population densities per square kilometer".

This mission used these data together with the

projected population growth rates to predict areas which

would suffer from famine for the next decade. The

assessment slas used to recommend ameliorative measures and

identify viable future development programmes.

major recommendations was a call for flexible land tenure

system taking into account social and ecological conditions,
encouragement of existing large productive farrning schemes,

reaforestation of wider catchment areas, and greater

coordination of development activities by the various

departments of government and semi-autonomous agencies.

Carrying capacity was also the methodology employed in

studying cultivation and settlement in three villages of

Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso) and Niger in West Àfrica by

Reining (1973). These vilIages, representing three major

ethnic communities, had relatively high population densities
and suffered considerably from the 1968-73 drought (Reining,

1973:15)"

undertaken during the summer of 1973 also was prompted by

the ravages of the 1968-73 Sahelian drought.

Among its

Reining's work aÈ the three sites initially
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She used Landsat imagery interpretation and fieldwork

to study the three relatively closed farming communities.

The research was designed to yield estimates of Lhe numbers

of people that could be supported by the land resources of

each of the villages. Allan's met.hod to compute carrying
capacity was employed. One of the problems which Reining

encountered was that certain villagers also cultivated land

further avray from where they lived.
villagers especially adult men,

reflecting seasonal migrations. Reining's calculations were

adjusted to account for these circumstances.

showed that one village had a higher population than

postulated by her carrying capacity model, the second had a

lower population, while the results from the third site were

inclusive (Reining, 1973:1 I ) " She cautions however that
although her study sites represent a range of environmental

and socio-cultural conditions, they were not randomly

selected. In general, Reining found Allan's method to be

suitable for her study sites " In particular, she

recommended systematic fieldv¡ork as a way of establishing

"ground truth" on population pressure.

$rere absent f rom home,

In addition, some

In East Africa Moore (1971)

capacities for various districts of

methodology earlier developed and

( 1 968 ) . Cunningham calculaLed land

various ecological zones of mainland

The results

estimated carrying

Tanzania following a

applied by Cunningham

carrying capacities for
Tanzania. He assumed a
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minimum gross income of 8r000 shillings per family to be

provided by cultivation and/or livestock husbandry, He then

computed the potential family farm size in each ecological

zone. Cunninghan's analysis is qualified in the sense that

land unfit for cultivation because of poor relief or shallow

soils was not taken inLo account. Also, areas under forest
and game reservations were not considered. The result of

the analysis was that some districts had exceeded their
carrying capacity and some had reached their optimum

population. ÀIthough large parts were stilI underpopulated,

l-arge-scale migrations into these areas seemed imprudent

because of poor physical resources.

Moore's study attempted to assess the population which

each district of Tanzania could support at an adequate level
of income under prevailing agricultural practises"

study assumed a gross income of 2500 shillings per standard

household of five per year.

procedure, Moore worked out, per district, a population

figure that would be supported from agriculture afone given

a certain income and level of nutrition. He then compared

this figure with the actual population density of each

district as provided in the 1967 Tanzania national census

report" The resulting val-ues represented ratios of the

calculated population capacity to the actual population.

Although Moore (197122) stressed that the results of

his study were tentative, because the analysis vras based on

Following Cunninghan's

The
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generalized and debatable assumptions and inadequate data,

he nonetheless found Lhat overall, Tanzania had surplus l_and

although some areas are overpopulated" Significantly, areas

suffering from population pressure ?rere not necessarily

those that were most densely populated. In general, Moore

found the analysis to be instructive for national
development. planning and for stimulating interest in
population-resource issues (Moore 1971:52). Regarding the

applicability of his findings¡ Moore (1971:1-2): noted that
Methods used here may have relevance to the
formulation of Ujamaa village plans. Of special
significance are land requirements for households.
This may be used as a basis for planning village
sizes and structures. Population-land ratios may
bç used for deciding the priorities for
implementing agricultural change"

Àt a more regional sca1e, Tanzanian studies by Thomas (1972)

and Datoo (1973) were drawn on similar lines.

In Uganda, the Food and Agricultural Organization (feo,

1971) conducted a preliminary national evaluation of the

extent of under-utilization or unutilized potential in that
country. FÀO estimated land capabitity and computed

carrying capacity to form the basis of a plan to "foster a

more even distribution of development among the geographical

areas of the country". Their carrying capacity estimates

revealed that only about forty-one percent of Uganda's

potential rural population carrying capacity r{as being

utilized in 1969, that fifty-six percent would have been

used by 1979, and seventy-eight percent by 1990" Uganda's
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habitable land on the whole can support projected population

increases to the end of the century.

However, the study also discovered regional disparities
in certain provinces in which projected rural population

increases would outstrip habit.able land by Iate 1 980's"

Anyhow, what impact the chaotic political situation of the

past one and half decades, under leaders like Idd Àmin, has

had on the land capability and carrying capacity is unknown.

The FÀO findings certainly require revision.

This brief review suggests that carrying capacity has

value as a tool for applied resource management purposes, A

number of other studies exist where carrying capacity is
used both for planning and scholarly work" Studies in Kenya

both by the government or international aid agencies wilI be

discussed in chapter three. Also detailed consideration of

the potentials and limitations of carrying capacity as

measure of population pressure is made in Chapter Four when

methodology is dicussed. The following section discusses

yet another technique for measuring population pressure.

2"2"6 Conseguences of Population Pressure

Another approach for investigating the dynamic nature of

population pressure on resources is through describing and

analyzing its consequences (Hance, 1970) " practitioners of

the "consequences of population pressure" approach argue

that instead of struggling for years with explanations of
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optimum conditions, physiological density, and searching for
universal base IeveI definitions, research could fruit.fully
be undertaken in the f ield on symptoms of population

pressure (Bernard, 1986).

A number of studies have focussed on describing and

analyzing the consequences of population pressure (Hance,

1968 and 19701 Steel,1970; Gri99,1976 and 1980; Anzagi and

Bernard , 1977) " As is indicated in Chapter One, an

agricultural community under population pressure will
respond by either increasing its output, by utilizing the

increased labour supply or by out migration if there is any

place to move to. None of these may succeed, especially in

the short-term. Consequently, a number of physical symptoms

may occur which have an impact on both the land and the

social system. Hance (lgl0;47 ) in particular developed a

Iist of population pressure symptoms for the African

situation: soil erosion and depletion, declining crop

yieldsr usê of marginal lands, changing crop emphases,

reduction in fallow, breakdown of indigenous farming

systems, food shortages, malnutrition, landlessness, land

disputes, rural indebtness, underemployment/unemployment and

certain types of migrations.

However, Hance (1970:418) pointed out that not all
these symptoms need exist in an area at the same time to
signify population pressurer D€ither do all of them

necessarily signify population pressure. Nevertheless, the



occurrence of multiple symptoms in

evidence for population pressure.

One limitation with this technique of consequences of

population pressure is that many indicators require
diachronic data.

studied systematically, there is no benchmark in many

African countries from which change can be measured.

However, individual case studies discussing either a single
symptom or handling the conseguences holisticaly are

available (for example Owako,

38

an area usually provides

1977; Hance, 1970) " Furtherr âs Browning (1970:79) noted on

the effects of populaLion pressure:

I f I were to use one word to describe the
situation, that word would be scarcitv. There
will be a growing scarcity of fañdl- o-F full and
renumerative employment, of access to public
services such as schools" While the production of
goods and services for the community need not
decline in absolute terms, the community is an
expanding one.

Because the subject has hardly been

Sindiga ( 1 986) argued that symptoms of population

pressure cannot be used exclusively to explore population

pressure" He argued that effective analysis of population

pressure consequences reguires an historical approach where

various accounts and reports are studied to gain data on

1971; Anzagi and Bernard,

past population-resource circumstances.

gauge the problem at present.

In summary the review of literature
number of important points which are of

This can help to

has brought out a

relevance to the
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current research" To start h'ith, it is quite apparent from

the Iit.erature review that population pressure is a complex

process involving several interrelat.ed parts (Bernard,

1977) " IL lacks universal definition, although it suggests

a deterioration of habitats and human conditions when

numbers exceed carrying capacity of the land (zetinsky et

a1, 1970 I Browning, 1970; Sindiga, 1986)" Thus for every

new investigation of population pressure, the concept should

be def ined operationally " But then the problem of

comparability is exacerbated.

À1so different techniques for measuring population

pressure have been used in empirical research including
crude density, physiological density, agricultural density,
equilibrium and optimum population density, carrying
capacity and consequences (or symptoms) of population

pressure" However, all these techniques, except the last
two, have been found unsatisfactory in measuring population

pressure in Àfrican situation where most of the necessary

data is lacking (Sindiga, 1986; Bernard, 1977; crigg, 1980).

It has also been argued that neither carrying capacity nor

the symptoms of populat.ion pressure alone can be used to
measure population-resource imbalance "

of population pressure consequences require an historical
approach where many various accounts and reports are studied

to gain data on past population-resource circumstances.

Effective analysis
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the practitioners of conseguences of population

pressure have also developed a list of pressure indicators
or symptoms: soil erosion and depletion, use of marginal

Iands, breakdovrn of indigenous farming systems, and rural
indebtness, among others (Hance, 1970; Steel, 1970; Grigg,

1980). These symptoms, however, need not exist in an area

at the same time to signify population pressure but their
combination in an area provides evidence for population

pressure.

Empirical researchers cited in this literature review

have also brought out one very important fact: areas

suffering from population pressure are not necessarily those

that are densely populated (Moore, 1971; Reining, 1973;

A1lan, 1965). Thus population pressure may occur where

overall population densities are low.

On the basis of the literature review and the

objectives stated in Chapter One, section 1,3, a number of

hypotheses are formulated for this study.

2"3 HYPOTHESES FOR

In order to achieve

in section 1.3, four

THE STUDY

the four object

hypotheses are

Hvpothe s i s

ives of the

f ormulated

1

study stated

and tested"
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The first objective of the study is aimed at exploring the

roots of the population pressure problem in Kitui district.
In response to this objective, the first hypot.hesis is

that population pressure in Kitui district is not
a recent phenomenon.

That is, the problem has developed over time. It is
therefore hypothesised that distinct historicar events in
Kenya and in Kitui district can explain the roots and the
past trends of population pressure in the latter.
events as coronial intervention, political land alienation,
land consolidation and demarcation, population growth,

reduction in the amount of agricurtural and grazing land and

others have repeatedly been cit¿d by researchers as

satisfactory explanatory variables for emergence of
population pressure in Africa (Sindiga, 1984 and 1986;

Campbell, 1986; Grigg, 1980) " These variables are assumed

to be significant in this study.

The second objective of the study is aimed at computing

carrying capacities for the different administrative units
in Kitui district with an aim of identifying Lhe areas which

have reached and exceeded their carrying capacities and

which have not "

objective is

Hvpothes i s

Such

that there are no siqnificant
population pressure betwee
that there

administrative divisions of Kitui

2

A corresponding hypothesis for this

between
di fferences

the
di str ict.

in
t 1ve
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Some studies have suggested that areas with low population

density, like southern division, parts of eastern, and Kyuso

divisions of Kitui districtr ßây experience more population

pressure than high density areas, Iike the central division
and parts of Mwingi division in Kitui (Moore, 1971; Reining,

1973; A1lan, 1965)" This presupposition is also tested"

Hvpothesis I

The third objective is to investigate the impact of

population pressure on the environment as well as on human

conditions. The hypothesis formulated in response to this
objective is

that contemporarv population pressure in
district has led to the followinq socialolsEr1ç8, las _1eo. Eo Ene ro+row]'nq soclaJ.
economic impl icat ions: land shortases ,

These symptoms have been cited as the main indicators of

population pressure (Hance, 1968 and 1970 | Stee1, 1970;

Anzagi and Bernard, 1977). À1so, it is hypothesised that
there is no siqnificant difference between the
three Ecoloqical zones in terms of population
pressure indices.

Hvpothesis !

fraqmentation, declined crop yields,
malnutrition.

The fourth objective of the study is to identify the factors
responsible for high population growth in Kitui district"
The hypothesis formulated for this objective is

that the main factors which determine hiqh
population qrowth in the district are: strons
cultural practises, lack of demand for modern
contraception, hiqh birth rates, and ineffective
Government population policv.

land shortases,

Ki tui
and

land
and



Odile and McNicoll (1987) pointed out that these are t.

major determinanÈs of population growth in Africa,

The detailed methodsr otr how data used

hypotheses were collected, are discussed in

Chapter Four.

background information on the study area.

The following chapter

to test these

the methodology

provides some

43
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide some background

information about the study area" The chapter focuses on

three main themes" First, background information on Kitui
district, in terms of its location in Kenya, s ize,
ecological potential and demographical characteristics is
presented" Second, Lhe emergence of population pressure in

Kenya in general is examined. Finally, an attempt is made to

trace the origins and development of population-resource

problems in the arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya. This is
considered necessary because Kitui district, the study area,

is classified as a marginal region (JaetzoId, 1983)"

Chapter III
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.-1 LOCATTON AND SI ZE OF KTTUI DTSTRICT

Kitui district is located in the Eastern Province of

the Republic of Kenya. It lies approximately between 37

degrees 45'and 39 degrees East; 0 degrees 3.7'and 3

degrees South (figure 3), It borders with Machakos district
to the wesL, Embu and Meru districts to the north, Tana

River district Lo the east and Taita-Taveta districts to the

south "

44
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Figure 3: The Location of Kitui District in Kenya.
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The total land area of Kitui is 22 r814 sguare

kilometers, excluding Tsavo National Park in the southern

part of the district. The district is divided into five
administrative Divisions namely: Mwingi, Kyuso, Central,

Eastern and Southern, twenty seven Locations and a hundred

and eighty Sub-locations. There are two local authorities,
Kitui county council and Kitui town council"

3"2 ECOLOGTCÀL

and semi-arid lands of Kenya (Jaetzold, 1 983; woodhead,

1968). Figure 4 shows that the central- and eastern parts of

the district, i.e around Kitui and Mutitu hi1ls and

Kitui district has been classified as one of the arid

AND RESOURCE POTENTIAL

extending north of Mumoni hi1Is,
rainfall per annum. within this area, Mulango, Nzambani,

Kisasi, Miambani, Changwithya, Matinyani, Mutonguni and

Migw'ani locations receive 760-1015mm of rain a year" The

rest of the district (except Endau hi11s vrhich receive

510-101Smm) receives 225-51Omm of rain a year.

This low amount of rainfall makes crop production very

marginal and risky since during most months the rains do not

supply adequate moisture to meet crop growth requirements.

In addition, much of the rain is torrential and of short

duration, causing much run-off and flooding.
exacerbates the problem of soil erosion"

receive 51 0-760mm of

Thi s
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llean Annuol
Temperatures

min.

Reinfell in mm.
I uv 

-

Figure 4: The Climatic Divisions of Kitui District.

40 Km.

Source: Kengo, 1981:12
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Also as a result of high temperatures, which vary from

26-34 degrees centigrade in the eastern part (Kenya,

1 981 :1 5) , evapotranspiration is very high throughout the

year. Given the fact that more than 90% of. the rural people

are poor peasant farmers who cannot afford water storage

facilities, lack of water is a major problem of development.

During dry periods, most people have to walk distances of up

to 24 kilometers in search for water. Water for both

livestock and domestic consumption is supplied by we11s,

weirs, earthen dams, rock catchment and springs. OnIy about

3% of. the rural population in the District is within reach

of piped water ( t<enya , '1 988 ) "

On the basis of soil moisture, natural vegetation, and

evapotranspiration, Kenya is divided into six main

ecological divisions (i.e ecozones I to VI). Ecozones I to

III are of high agricultural potential, ecozone IV of Medium

potential, and ecozones V and VI of lor¡ potential" Only

three of these occur in Kitui district, namely, ecozone III,
ecozone IV, and ecozone V (Jaetzold, 1983). Ecological zone

III (the high potential) covers only 2"2 per cent of the

land in Kitui district (rigure 5). This zone has a moisture

index of -1 0 to -20 "

feasible, although cases of crop failure due to loss of

moisture through evapotranspiration, especially during years

of low rainfalI, have been reported in the past (Kenya,

1981 :24) . The veget.ation in this zone is varied, consisting

Àgricultural production is quite
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Figure 5: The Ecologicel Potentiel in Kitui District.

Source; Joetzold, 1983:3
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of moist lvoodlands, bushland or savannah. The trees are

mainllz broad-Ieaved, for instance combretum, and Iarge

shrubs mostly evergreen" Ecological zone III occurs mainly

in Central Division, and in patches in Mwingi Division.

Ecological- zone IV covers about 36% of. Kitui district,
and is moderately suited for rain-fed agriculture. It has a

moisture index of -30 to -42 (ttenya, 1981). It consists of

dry forms of woodland and savannah (often Acacia Themada

assoc iat i on )

bushland" It has high potential for rangeland and has a

stock carrying capacity of less than 4 hectares per stock

unita (Kenya, 1981 ) " This zone occurs ì-argely in Central and

Mwingi Ðivisions and in isolated pockets in Kyuso and

Eastern Divisions.

or derived semi-evergreen or deciduous

More than 68% ot the total population in Kitui district
live within the ecological zones III and IV (rigure 6). More

than half of the 68% live in the high potential ecological
zone III"

Ecological zone V covers over 60% of the district and

is of low agricultural potential" The 1ow potential areas

can be divided into two: First, those that get 254-508mm of

rainfall per annum. The lack of rainfall in these areas is
more probable than in the medium and high potential zones.

4 A sLock unit is a
animals of dif ferent
(Pratt and Gwynne, 1

weight of an animal

standa
ages,

977:279)
on foot.

rdised animal unit by which
types or species are compared
" It can be carcass weight or
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Five out of eight seasons get less than 254 mm of rainfall
resulting in crop fai lure, These areas may be better
utilized by growing drought resistant crops such as pigeon

peas, sorghum and sunflower, using soil and water

conservation methods (ttenya, 1980:4),

The second category of low-potential areas of Kitui are

those which get less than 254mm of rainfall per annum. Here,

risk of crop production is very high" Six out of eight
seasons get less than 254nm of rainfall and hence the

regions are not suitable for rain-fed agriculture" The

vegetation is mainly woody, being dominated by Comiphora,

acacia and allied genera. Perennial grasses such as Cenchrus

ciliaris and Chloris roxyburqhiana are dominant. Owing to
the unreliability of rainfall and poor methods of farming

and storage of agricultural produce, several famines have

occured in many parts of the marginal- areas of Kenya. For

instance, Table 3.1 presents such famines and other events

in Kitui District.

Despite recurrent famine and water problems, among

other difficulties in Kitui district, the population has

continued to grovr and increase pressure on supporting

resources" Yet, there has hardly been any research carried
out in this area to study the problem. Lack of information

regarding the magnitude of population pressure in Kitui, and

in other areas of similar ecological conditions remains a

ma jor problem of development (Sindiga, '1986; Mutiso, 1975;

Livingstone, 1 986) .



TABLE

Famine and Other Hazards and

1 878

1894
1 908
1917

1924
1929
1 930

1942

A prolonged famine in Kitui district; many
people migrated from Kitui to the
neighbouring districts in search of food"
Rinderpest; many cattle died.
Fami ne

3.1

Events in Kitui District

Cerebral-spinal meningitis invaded the
di str ict "A great famine.
Famine "Famine. This year people were busy digging
dams.
There was a great famine which extended up
to Kikuyuland" The only crop available h'as
cassava, and this helped people not only in
Ukambani but in Central Province.
Locusts invaded the district, and a prolonged
famine followed.
Famine.
Famine "
Mau Mau oath-taking and declaration of
emergency in Kenya "Transportation of famine relief by air;
heavy rains and much flooding in the
district.
Kenya's independence
Famine.
Kitui people s¡ere buying food from Masinga in
in Machakos.
Famine
Drought and Famine

1944

946
950
952

1961

1 963
1 965
1966

197 0
1984
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source:
Based on Distr
Kitui District

The following

information on the

district "

ict information
Envi ronmental

and Kenya
Assessment

section at

demographic

(1981:1
Report "

tempts to

charac Lerest

37),

provide some

ics of Kitui



3.3

The dernographic situation in Kitui district is one of

the most alarming in Kenya" The 1969 census recorded 3421953

persons in the district, with an annual growth rate of 2"8 %

per annum and an overall density of 15 persons per square

kilometer (Kenya, 1969). According to the 1979 census, Kitui
had 4641283 persons and an overall density of 20 persons per

square kilometer (Kenya, 197 9a). The t.otal population in the

district is currently estimated at 640r304 persons and has

an annual growth rate of 3"8 per cent (1989 estimates from

DEMOGRÀPHTC CHARACTERESTI CS

Kenya, 1979a census) "

persons per square kilometer.

considerably from over 100 persons per square kilometer in
central division to under 30 persons per sguare kilometer in
parts of Kyuso, Eastern and Southern divisions (rigure 6).

Table 3"2 presents the population growth for the two decades

1969 to 1989"

53

The average density is about 30

It should be added that Total Fertility Rates in Kitui have

been also high. In 1969, the overall rate was in the range

of 11 "97 for the 30-39 age-group to a low of 7 "96 for the

25-29 age group throughout the district (Kenya, 1969). In

t.he 1979 census, the f ertility rates were stiIl high with a

mean of 9 "37 f or the whole district (t<enya , 197 9a) . Recent

reporLs, however, indicate that Total Fertility Rates in

Kenya have now declined to 6.7 lifetime births per woman

This density varies
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Persons/Sq. Km.

W
ffi
ffi

Less than 50

50 - 100

Above 100

20

Figure 6: Population Density by Division in Kitui District.

40 Km.

Source: Population Estimates, 1999



TABLE 3.2

Population Growth by Division 1969 to 1989

Division

Cent raI
Eastern
Southern
Mwingi
Kyuso

Kitui (rotal )

1 969

Source:
Compiled from Kenya
Population Census.

111 ,853
36,062
56,1 82
80,854
54 ,848

342,953

197 9

(Population Reference

september 22, 1989).

1 58 ,667
49,665
73,857

1 09,880
72r214

464 1283

1989
( est imate )

population will exceed one and a half million people in the

next twenty years, thus, the population will more than

double in this short period. This figure of one and a hatf
million people does not, however, seem excessive or

startling, especially for a district of 22 ?814 square

kilometer in area, until one realises that more than 60% of

the district is not suitable for rain-fed agriculture. If we

also consider the fact that nine out of every ten people in

Kitui district earn their living from agriculture, and if t¡e

assume that the current farming technology ( simple

(1969 and 1979a)
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By moderate estimates,

232,606
69 ,416
95 ,594

149 ,225
93,463

640,304

Growth %
p.a 

"
1979-89

Bureau, 1 989b;

4"7
4.0
2.9
3.6
2"9

3.8

Lhe district's current

Weekly Review,
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subsistence traditional tillage) is to continue for a long

time, which is very likely, then this aggregate population

is certainly high.

Field observations throughout the study area confirm

that population pressure symptoms have no!ù become

conspicuous in the district: land fragmentations and

subdivision, food shortages, malnutrition, and diseases are

widespread. Moreover, the average land holdings per capita

ranged from 2 hectares in some parts of Mu1ango,

Changwithya, Nzambani, and Matinyani locations of Central

division to about 4 hectares in parts of Eastern and Mwingi

division in 1980 (t<enya, 1 980 ) .

availability of good agricultural land in Kitui at 0"5

More recently, Livingstone

hectares per person"

fragmentation, food production has declined considerably and

famine relief has become a recurrent Government expenditure.

For instance, the Government gave out 451907 and 81070 bags

of maize and beans as famine relief in 1976 and 1977

respectively (nenya 1980)" Àt the same time, 904 destitutes
from the whole district v¡ere referred to the Department of

Social Services in 1977 /78 period (t<enya 1980 232) .

Between 1976 and 1978, a total of over 151000 cases of

malnutrition were at.tended at various health facilities in

the district (ttenya '1 980:34). The main causes of

As a result of land subdivision and

( 1 986:1 0) estimated the
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marnutrit ion l¡as a diet row in protein which resulted in
kwashiorkor , marasmus and starvat ion ( t<enya , 1980 : 3b ) .

Although these statistics refer to a situation existing more

than ten years agor Do significant changes have occuredi if
anything the situation has deteriorated

À11 these cases are a reflection of population and

resources imbalance (or population pressure) in Kitui
district. Às wilt be noted in the following two sections 3.4

and 3"5 and in Chapter Five, the population pressure problem

in Kenya has a long history dating from the colonial period.

3.4 EMERGENCE OF POPULATTON PRESSURE IN KENYÀ

Population pressure in Kenya began during the colonial
period following land expropriation for European settrement
(Sindiga, 1985). Às the European settlers came into the

Kenya highlands during the

administration sav¡ that it would have to take steps to

'protect' the existing land-rights of the Africans while

making room for the immigrants. rt therefore took possession

of 'empty lands' and created reserves for Àfricans (Munro,

1975:77) 
"

The settler pressure, however, quickly altered this
protective device into one of throwing the largest possible

area open to European farming (Sorrenson, 1968). In drawing

up reserve boundaries, administrat.ive officiars lacked any

decade 1 900-1 0, Lhe
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clear idea about the kind of occupation which should carry

unalienable rights " The policy did not take into
consideration the African custom of moving annually with the

intention of returning periodically to any given area.

Neither yrere the officials capable of determining the amount

of land required for the Àfricans. They did not realize that

although land was not demarcated or registered, there was an

individual right of occupation in a definite holding so long

as it should be used definitely"

Thus, bringing with them European concepts of rights
over fixed areas of Iand, they were ill at ease in an area

where greater flexibility in land distribution prevailed and

where,

pastoralism, the land over which rights were exercised could

change over a period of time. As a result of the Iow Àfrican

population at that time and their nomadic way of life, there

was misconception of an "empty land" on part of the

settlers.

with shifting cultivation and transhumance

The better-watered lands in the limited highland

portion of the country were alienated for European

settlement. The settlers obtained rights to land through the

1902 Crown Lands Ordinance (Munro, 1975) 
"

ïn

no more

other s

some

than

were

of the

small

f orced

highland areas, Africans were left with

patches of land here and there while

to occupy semi-arid and arid lands
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(Munro, 1975; Odingo, 1971). Dispossessed of their land, a

considerable number set.tled on the European farms as

squatters or labourers. In the reserves the African
population quickly multiplied and population pressure

ensued:

product ivity, and lack of soc io-economic services and

opportunities were common (Odingor 19711' Sindiga, 1986).

Recognition of these problems led the colonial
government to establish a Commission to look into land

problems in the colony (Great Britain, 1934) " This

Commission approached the problem of population and resource

relationships from a tribal standpoint, attending to claims

and counter claims of various ethnic groups with regard to
land" It did nothing to alleviate population pressure in
the African occupied lands,

overcrowding, soil erosion,

Population-land problems continued into the 1 940's

until the then colonial governor of Kenya, Sir philip

Mitchell, once again drew the attention of the sritish
government, to population problems. This led to the formation

of the East Àfrican Royal Commission (1952-1955) to probe

population pressure not only in Kenya but in East Àfrica as

a whole "

low farming

On his despatch to London in 1951, Sir philip noted

that the "rapid but at present not exactly known rate of

increase of parts of the Àfrican population has led to acute
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Iocal congestion on the land and excessive pressure of

people and livestock in some districts..." (Great Britain,
1961:.2) " He further wrote that farming systems, even in the

most ecologically favourable areas, vrere providing a low

standard of living "Iittle above bare subsistence" and could

not continue without seriously degrading the land. MitchelI
noted that the population v¡as increasing in the most

favourable areas at the rate of two per cent per year, thus

straining the carrying capacity of the land to the utmost,

The Commission down-played the population pressure

issue (Steel, 1970) , although it noted several trouble spots

in Central Province and Machakos district and recognized

overgrazing problems especially in low-potential areas
(Great Britain, 1961). the Commission disputed Sir philip

Mitchell's population growth rate of 2% per annum as it
found no statistical evidence to substantiate it.

Two other studies by Norman Humphrey (1945) are among

the earliest to refer to population pressure problem in

Kenya. Humphrey,

addressed the problem of overpopulation and deteriorating
landscapes in the Kikuyu-occupied lands in the Central
province of Kenya. Later, during the Mau Mau rebellion,
under extraordinarily sLressful circumstances foretold by

Humphrey, population pressure became the basis for a plan to
intensify African agricul-tura1 development.

using carrying capacity modelling,
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Another early study focussing on the problem of

population pressure and rural development s¡as the Swynnerton

Agricultural Reform Commission of 1955. The purpose of this
Commission was t.o study h,ays of modernizing African farming,

and raise standard of living while conserving natural

resources. The Swynnerton planr âs it came to be known, was

based upon a map of ecological zones. Minimum farm sizes for
each zone weie computed. These were intended to provide an

average family subsistence and a cash income within the

capabilities of the land to support them. From this plan the

government proceeded to implement a massive redistribution
of population through land consolidation and resettlement

and Iater promoted technological improvements such as

dairying, cash crops, and irrigation"

The Swynnerton p1an, however, focussed on the problems

of population in the high potential areas and gave 1ittle
attention to the drier parts of the country. Nonetheless, as

white settlers abandoned farming in Kenya in the early and

mid-1 960's, ecological zonation, farm planning based on

minimum farm sizes to obtain subsistence and cash income,

and carrying capacities became the basis for resettlement of

more than 30,000 landless Kenyan families (Carey-;ones,

196s)"

By the time of independence in

Swynnerton plan's recommendations

implemented" Population pressure in

1963,

were st i I1

the highlands

some of the

being

was not
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solved. The newly independent government took to land

redistribution to alleviate the problem of population

pressure and overcrowding, not only on former European

settler lands, but also in adjacent areas (Carey-Jones,

1965) " However, this program has not a1l-eviated population

pressure in most of the districLs and demand for more land

continues to be voiced.

A number of planning studies in the post-independence

period have focussed upon carrying capacity as a vray of

quantifying population pressure in Kenya (fgnD, 1973; Kenya,

1973a) " The World Bank mission inquiring into Kenya's

agricultural sector found population pressure to be

worsening as "the pressure on land is increasing, people are

moving into marginal areas..." (reno, 19732 13-14). As part
of their study of the agricultural situat.ion, the team

computed carrying capacities at the provincial level (fable

3.3)" The mission assumed current technology and use of

family labor. The minimum acceptable annual income per

family was taken to be Kenya ShiIlings (XnS) 1,400, enough

to give subsistence and cash for essential purchases at 1972

prices. Table 3"3 also shows how the rural population

compares to the maximum carrying capacity by province. The

difference between the actual and potent.ial carrying
capacity provides a quantitative index of population

pressure for the year of study.
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Table 3.3 also shows that only in the Rift Val1ey and

Coast provinces was land underused at that t.ime. But most of

the underused land in these two provinces is not readily

TABLE 3.3

Kenya Provincial Carrying Capacities, 1973

Provi nc e

Western 1 
"Nyanza 2.

Rift valley 2"
Central 1 

"Eastern 2 
"Coast 0 "N. Eastern

Present Rural
populat ion
(millions)

Total

Source: World Bank 1973:.31

44
4
3
I
0
75

Estimated population
which could obtain Difference
KES.1400 Annual (miIlions)
I ncome

accessible to settlement as it is Trustland, s

10 .7

The rest of the results indicate population pressure in the

other provinces of the country.

1 "341.s6
5.0
1.8
1.7
2.0

Another national assessment of population-land problems

which has attributed Kenya's recurring and worsening problem

of rural squatter settlements to "overpopulation" in high

13.4

s Trust.land
a I located
vested in
benefit of
department

-0.1
-0"84
2"7
0.0

-0.3
!._ru

in Kenya
on title

the local
present
however

2"7

is land which has not. been gazetted or
" Àuthority to manage such land is
authorities (county councils) for the

occupants" The Central government lands
acts as the final arbiter.
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potential farming areas is by Mbithi and Barnes (1975)" To

arrive at this conclusion, the authors borrowed carrying

capacity estimates from regional physical development plans

designed in the early 1970's. These estimates assumed that

each household would provide its own food requirements plus

a net yearly income of KES"2,000"

Carrying capacity in this regard drew attention to the

emerging Kenyan population-Iand problems. Mbithi and Barnes

noted that at presenL leve1s of technology, "oon there is
insufficient land in Kenya to provide for all or even most

of the children of the present generation of farmers. The

conventional assumption that Kenya has great sections of

land which can absorb her increasing population under

constant technology is erroneous" (l¿Ultni and Barnes,

1975:9).

CampbeIl (1986) using Kajiado data, constructed a table

showing the date at which Maasai livestock population would

outstrip the carrying capacity of the District. If all
Kajiado lands v¡ere available for gÊazing and traditional and

i nte rmed i a te

"overpopulation" of livestock and dependant human systems

began in the district in 1 983 (Campbell, 1 986:33 ) . At

progressively higher levels of technologyr "overpopulation"

wilI occur sometime between 1984 and 2016 "

rangeland

concludes that the process of desertification will
inevitably fo1low if systematic attention is not paid to

Kajiado' s rapidly changing man-livestock-1and ratios.

technology are assumed,

Campbell
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Ànother study, Rift Va1lev Province Reqional Phvsical

Development Plan (xenya e 1 973b) , computed the carrying

capacity for each district in the province in the year 2000"

This study assumed a standard income of KES.2r000 per annum

plus subsistence, and a mean family size of 6" OveraII, the

Rift. Valley Province, by the assumptions of this carrying
capacity model, could accommodate an additional 1"4 million
people by the year 2000. However, some districts are not

directly accessible to farming either because they have

large-scale6 farms, gazetted forests, and/or Trustlands.

From this account it is quite apparent that most of

these studies of population pressure are at national or

regional level and they may not be useful for local
planning. ÀIso these studies, except for the Kajiado case,

have focussed almost wholly on high potential lands of

Kenya. Nearly all the studies indicate that the effects of

population pressure on high potential agricultural locations
spread their effects to the marginal low potential areas. As

population pressure in the highlands intensifiesr so does

the spill-over of landless, unemployed or underemployed

people to the semi-arid and arid areas" But seldom has

population pressure in these 1ow potential parts of the

country been systematically studied, In the following

6 Large-scale farms produce only about one-quart.er of the
total agricultural out.put. They usually are under
plantation crops such as tea, wheat or coffee. Most large-
scale farms are underutilized because the owners may be
senior civil servants living elsewhere. In Kenya, land is
owned for its asset value rather than for productive
purposes.
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section, a review of some case studies of population

pressure in Kenya's arid and semi-arid areas is undertaken"

3"5

The arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya are those areas

which receive low amounts of rainfall, generally less than

700mm per year, and which is unpredictable in time and

space. These areas are also referred to as low potential

areas. Further, these areas have natural vegetation which

provides a habitat for wild or domesticated ungulate

populations. The marginal areas occur mainly in ecological

zones I o VI "

POPULATION PRESSURE IN THE MARGINÀL LÀNDS OF KENYA

The arid and semi-arid areas of Kenya cover more than

80% of the country (nigure 7) and are more densely populated

than comparable areas in other Àfrican countries (Von

Kaufmann ? 1976:255). fncome opportunities are meagre and

poverty is widespread (Sindiga, 1986:49)" As wiIl be seen

later, this is partly a result of past neglect"

Although the crude densities of the arid and semi-arid

areas are comparatively low, they do not reveal the nature

of population problems in these areas" About two decades

âgor the ILO (1972:155) noted Lhat the continuing problem of

soil erosion and degradation in the rangelands had reached

alarming proportions. Streams were drying up and people rdere
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Figure 7: The Arid and Semi-arid Areas of Kenya.
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cultivating along river channels leading to silting of

streams and dams. À World Bank Mission (rsRo,1973:48) to
Kenya found the arid and semi-arid areas of the country to
be:

under severe population pressure. Parts of
UkambaniT and Baringo districts are tragically
eroded and erosion and ecological deterioration is
common feature throughout the range areas.

More recent assessments suggest that things have

deteriorated, The hrorld Bank (1980) and the ILO (1986) found

that increasing population growth in the drier areas of the

country has led to population pressure which has exceeded

the carrying capacity of the land and ended up in very Iow

income per capita and sometimes to famine" Severe food

shortages and famines periodically occur causing a

disruption of the environment and leaving people destitute,
In these areas, famine relief has become a recurrent
government expenditure. Conservative estimates of direct
famine relief were KES.12 million in 1961 and KES.20mi11ion

in 1970-7 1 (ILO, 1972). The costs have undoubtedly

increased. During the 1984 drought, the Kenya government

provided food to about 1.2 million people compared with some

150r000 who received relief supplies during the 1970-71

famine (Sindiga, 1986; Kenya, 1979b)" The majority of these

people nere in the marginal zones,

7 Ukambani refers
inhabited by the

to Kitui and Machakos,
Àkamba people,

the districts
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Population pressure in the marginal arid and semi-arid

lands of Kenya is not a new problem. As indicated earlier,
it has its roots in colonial land policy. Colonial

intervention in the form of proscribing African native

reserves and confining them in specifically bounded areas

formed the antecedents of the problem" British colonial
authorities opposed shifting cultivation and transhumance

pastoralism throughout East Àfrica (Munro, 1975; Ngau,

1983).

Government policy throughout the colonial period was

that Àfrican reserves needed to be destocked and people

encouraged to abandon pastoralism for settled crop

cultivation. Meanwhile, many pastoral areas were either
"closed" - people could not move out of the reserves without

special permission or under animal disease quarantine.

Trade and circulation were circumscribed" Attempts by

Africans to market their stock was seriously opposed by

European ranchers because of the competition with their own

production of livestock. It is also to be noted that the

European settler lobby vras extremely influential in the

colonial government, and legislative assembly. Ànother

reason for the preference of settled cultivation was, of

course, administrative" It. vras easier and cheaper to
maintain law and order, and collect taxes among sedentary

people than among seasonal migrants.
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The colonial government officials widely discussed the

problerns of overgrazing, soil erosion, and other symptorns of

population pressure but failed to accurately diagnose the

cause of resource deterioration. They viewed the problem

simply as overstocking beyond Èhe subsistence requirements

of pastoralists" WhiIe overstocking relative to resources or

carrying capacity existed, it did not relate to subsistence

and socio-economic needs of Africans (xing, 1975:99). In

fact, overstocking of the land in most of Kenya was a result
of continued reliance on pastoralism for subsistence where

each family attempted to maintain a minimum herd for
subsistence (Pratt, 1 968:1 83 ) "

added that:
When we speak of overgrazing by domestic stock we
are often in fact observing a situation in which
the human population density is excessive in
relation to the carrying capacity of the
environment, To live themselves they are forced
to try to keep sufficient stock for subsistence,
and in doing so may exceed the carrying capacity
of the environment in terms of the primary user,
namely the stock --- thus causing widespread
destruction. It is necessary to think not only in
terms of the number of livestock, but of people as
weIl.

In order to understand population pressure in the arid and

semi-arid areas, Brown contends that we must understand the

"biology of the pastoral man"; that is, food needs of the

people, stock requirements and environmental capability.

To this, Brown (197 1 :98 )

In summary, it may be stated that the indigenous people

of Kenya's dry lands had lived for centuries in a state of

equilibrium until the advent of the sritish rule" In fact,
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studies sympathetic to their cultural perception and

adaptation indicate that pastoralists are almost the only
people capable of making good use of their formidable areas

(Swift,1977; Porter,1966; Conantr 1965; Bernard, 1977;

Lewis, 1961). Through a process of trial and error they

developed survival mechanisms for these delicate ecosystems.

r.7ith nritish colonial rule (1893-1963), fundamental

changes to the Kenya's dry lands were set in motion"

Convinced that traditional practices were chaotic and

primitive, the colonial administration sought to introduce

"rational" development. Their intent was quite obvious: to
integrate these areas into the world monetary market

economy" The best lands were alienated for commercial

farming and livestock production, depriving the pastoralists
of thei r essent ial dry season pastures (Odingo , 1971 ; Smi t.h,

1976) " Administrative structures were also imposed to reduce

the military povler of the indigenous people (Ngau,

1 983 2127 ) "

The only development undertaken by the Sritish
government in the dry lands was the init.iation of three

irrigation schemes : Mwea Tabere(ttirinyaga), Tana(embu), and

Pekera (naringo). But these ï¡ere introduced essentially to
make work for nationalist political detainees. The impact of

British rule in Kenya's dry lands is summarized by Ngau:

The effects of colonial intervention vrere that Lhe
indigenous people lost their povrer of decision and
lost their ecological and economic flexibility,
SociaI control and organization broke down. As



population increased and was confined, it led to a
more intense and less organized use of land; what
became known as overstocking meant ecological

The result of colonial misconception of population pressure

in these dry lands h'as that the government made decisions

which worsened rather than all-eviated population pressure.

Meanwhile, the population continued to grovr in the

1950's and land shortages and resource deterioration became

insuperable problems. The Swynnerton plan for agricultural
reform found population to be a major problem in the

development of the arid and semi-arid areas (Swynnerton,

1955). Because of the devastation of Kenya's arid and semi-

arid lands, the Swynnerton plan concluded that the failure
to control stock numbers and to preserve land against

denudation represented the greatest failure in the field of

agriculture since British rule began in Kenya. But because

the unproven assumption that the primary cause of

overstocking was a basic desire for wealth was so pervasive,

Iittle effort was made to quantitatively define overstocking

in relation to prevailing pasturing regimes and the normal

needs of the pastoralists themselves (Swynnertom, 1955232).

Under these circumstances ¡ population pressure

increased, resulting in severe soil erosion and dereliction,
and culminating in 1961, with a catastrophic drought and

famine (Sindiga, 1986:88). Writing in 1963, Brown observed

mounting pressure in Kenya's dry areas and argued that with

devastation and economic
1 983:127-B) 

"

breakdown (Ngau"

72
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a population grolrth of 3% per year, many of these areas

would end up in a "process of destruction, in a desperate

effort to keep enough stock on which to live" (Brown,

1963:41)" In a number of districts, such as Turkana and

Bariogo, the basic problem was overpopulation of both people

and stock in relation t.o the national resources available.
Population pressure forced the Turkana people to rely in

part on wild vegetable foods including the pods of Àcacia

tortilis (Pratt, 1969:153).

Since Kenya's independence in 1963, population pressure

has intensified in many of the arid and semi-arid areas. À

number of processes have aggravated the problem. These are

considered in Chapter Five.

This analysis has indicated that the arid and semi-arid

areas of Kenya are suffering from population pressure. In

many districts, population numbers have more than doubled in

short periods" Equally of concern is the continued land

deterioration which this population pressure engenders,

However, the magnitude and the distribution of population

pressure are not well known within these areas " Does

population pressure occur at varying leveIs in different
ecological zones? I f so, how does it affect rural
development in each zone? rhe understanding of this problem

is largely lacking"
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The following chapter sets out a methodology and

detaited research design for field investigation of

population pressure. This is followed by its application on

Kitui district in Chapters Five and Six.



This chapter sets out methodology and a detailed research

design for field investigations of population pressure in

Kitui district" The chapter focuses on a number of themes:

types and sources of data, methods of data collection,
questionnaire design and selection of variables, sampling

procedures, techniques of data analysis and their critical
evaluat i on .

Chapter IV

METHODOLOGY

4"1 TYPES AND SOURCES OF DATÀ

The data required for the

Kenya over a nine-month period

1989. During this period, two

documentary and field survey

sources and research techniques

and these are summarized below"

4"1.1 Documentarv

A number of studies

resources and ecological

task of this study was to

and isolated case studies

research were collected in

between May .1988 and January

types of data were collected:
information, A variety of

$¡ere used to gather the data

Data

exist. which focus on

imbalance in Kenya.

reviev¡ these somewhat

and t.o place them wi

-75

populat ion ,

The initial
f ragmentary

thin a firm
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theoretical base" This synthesis yielded the questions which

were subsequently asked during the fieldwork, as well as the

variables which were used to investigate population pressure

symptoms in Kitui district.

In order to collect the documentary information a

search v¡as undertaken through academic journals and other

field survey materials in various libraries at Kenyatta

University, the Universit.y of Nairobi, the UNEP headquarters

in Nairobi, and the Kenya National Archives. This helped in

bringing

underpinnings of the research" À further documentary search

through government records and reports relevant to this
research provided wide ranging data on environmental

deterioration, land use systems, and the emergence of

population pressure in the study area.

together information

These data, especially from the Kenya's Ministry of

Agriculture, Kenya Soil Survey, Kitui Town Council and

Eastern Provincial headquarters (embu) provided detailed
information on environmental potential upon a which

computation of carrying capacities $¡as based. Às Porter
(1970) noted, computation of carrying capacity can only be

based on a thorough assessment of environmental capability

on the

of a given area.

University of Manitoba, among other libraries on the campus,

provided supplementary informat.ion for this research.

conceptual

The Elizabeth Dafoe library of the
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Fieldwork in Kitui district involved administration of

a carefully constructed questionnaire (Appendix À) at

various administrative and ecological levels throughout the

district. Before fieldwork could commence, permission to

undertake the research (Appendix B) was sought from the

Kenya Government. Respondents (household heads) I vrere

interviewed to elicit background information about family

size, Iand use, Iand tenure, food sufficiency and other

socio-economic variables. This information v¡as required to
compute carrying capacities as well as for the analysis of

population pressure symptoms,

Since Kitui is such a large area, it $¡as diff icult for
the writer alone to cover its five administrative divisions.
Therefore five research assistants were recruited, one for
each division. They were selected from primary school

teachers who were high school graduates. The selection vras

based on the length of residence in the respective division,
estimated maturity, and the abi 1 ity to effectively
communicate in English and Kikamba (ttre Iocal language).

Field Survev Data
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I Households are
kinship living
houses r¡ithin
of food and a
wives living
members of the

comprised of a group of persons of the same
together in the same house or in several

the same compound, who share a common source
re answerable to the same head" Polygamous
within a single compound are regarded as

same household"
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A two-day training session was held for the research

assistants. On the first day, each questionnaire item was

discussed in detail so that each research assistant

understood the meaning" Also, the training session focussed

upon offering advice about how to approach sensitive
questions Iike counting children, crop inventories and

income. On the second day, each assistant was observed

performing interviews on "test subjects". Further advice and

instructions were provided as interviews proceeded. Each of

the research assistants v¡as provided with a Iist of numbers

of households, and the respective names of heads within each

Division which had been selected using random sampling

technique (see Section 4"3). In addition, they were issued

with the area's 12250,000 topographic sheets

the Survey of Kenya,

respondents "

Thus, this research adopted the household as the basic

survey unit" This strategy was predicated on the logic that
development programmes must meet individual needs of

different areas. In any case,

most important institution in rural- development in Kenya. A

household survey therefore illuminates the potential and

present condition of resources and human characteristics in

the study area. The main questions asked during the

interviews and the variables used to investigate population

pressure in Kitui district are discussed beIow.

to enable them

,

to

prepared by

locate the

the household is the single



4"2 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN ÀND SELECTION OF VARIABLES

The review of literature in Chapter Two indicated that when

an imbalance between human numbers and the resources which

support them occurs, a variety of symptoms like food

shortages, Iand subdivision, fragmentation, outmigrations,
malnutrit.ion, and soil erosion begin to show on the

environment and in human conditions" In this study these

symptoms constitute the main variables for the investigation
of the problem of population pressure in Kitui district.
The questions asked to generate the data for analysing the

problem are discussed under the respective variables as

follows:

1. Landlessness, land

and land disputes.
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À traditional communal land tenure system

normally has arrangements by which user rights are

identified and regulated. One of the major elements

that has a strong effect on land tenure, especially
after the introduction of a money economy, is
population pressure (Porter , 1g7O). When population

growth is high, Iand becomes scarce; good land

becomes fragmented and poor land is brought into use"

Land becomes a real estate commodity and some people

are thrown into landlessness as land becomes a

subdivision, land f raqmentat i on

commodity for speculation. Litigation involving



boundary disputes between

cases among siblings begin

smaller holdings.

Subdivision

the land parcels become too small to provide

reasonable standard of living (ellan, 1965:379). In

theory, severe land subdivision occurs soon after
carrying capacities have been exceeded" While it is
one means of allocating a scarce resource, when

parcels fall below a desirable minimum, the entire
agrar ian structure i s suscept ible to di ssolut ion
(Bernard, 1977:145). This is a clear hazard in many

densely settled high potential regions of Kenya and

is inevitably occuring in Kitui district. Moreover,

the World Bank has noted that the decline of arable

land per capita in Kenya is startling ( teno,

1986:39 ) "
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ighbours and inheritance

indiga, 1986).

is t.he splitting of land into
If subdivision continues for 1ong,

ne

(s

Land fraqmentation refers to a form of

parcellation in which a holding consists of a number

of physically separated pieces of land so scattered

as to make efficient cultivation and management

difficult (allan, 1965:379) 
"

under conditions of land shortage in permanent

cultivation systems where land has been traditionally
held in a range of ecological zones (Bernard, 1977).

Severe fragmentation is often a surrogate of

Fragmentation develops



population pressure (Bernard

It is evident from field
fragmentation is a problem Ín

A number of questions vrere formulated (Appendix

A) to obtain data related to the amount of land owned

by each respondent (quest ion 1 0 ) , type of land

ownership (question 14),

(questions 12 and 13), Iand disputes (questions 33

and 34) and informal land subdivisions (question 17) "

Allan ( 1 965 ) argued that land subdivision may be

'hidden' in the sense that rights are held in

undivided shares and too many people are working oDr

and trying to earn living from a single land parcel.

Question 10 explored this situation.

, 1977; Sindiga, 1

observations that

Kitui district "
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e86) "

Iand

2 " Decl ininq croÞ yields,

malnutrition"

land fragmentation

Bernard ( 1 986:5) , among others, noted that when

the assimilation capability of an habitat reaches its
upper limit as a result of excess numbers of humans

and their activities,
sets in, ultimately leading to food shortages. There

is hardly any doubt that population pressure leading

to landlessness, land fragmentation and subdivision

may undermine the ability of the environment to

support its inhabitants. This in turn is manifested

food shortaqes and

environmental deterioration
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ma

reduced crop yields,
lnutrition"

However, not all food shortages in the arid and

semi-arid areas of Kenya should be attributed to

excess human numbers "

caused by low and unpredictable rainfall may lead to
variable food supply, but there is no denying that
the relatively high population densities in marginal

areas like Kitui play a significant role in

intensifying food shortages and mal-nutrition"

Declining crop yields, food sufficiency, and

malnutrition were addressed v¡ith questions 23 and 41

to 47 " With the except.ion of number 47, these

questions examine levels of food production and

responses to them provide data on the ability of t.he

land to support its residents and prevailing
mechanisms of coping with food shortages. Question 47

deals with possible diseases which may result from

undernour i shment "

food shortages

Envi ronmental instabi I i ty
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and

3. Breakdown of Indiqenous Farminq Systems"

destabilizes many indigenous farming systems leading

Lo a progressive reduction of fallow and a decline in
indigenuous crop emphases. Carving out land for other

The development of population pressure
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uses, such as game conservation, urban development,

and cash crop cultivat.ion can bring similar results
(sindiga, 1 986) .

In order to explore the issue, respondents were

asked several questions on changing farm sizes and

about the implications on t.heir subsistence

pract ices " Quest ions 24 and 25 examine whether

fallowing has reduced or increased from that existing
five years ago. Question 26 asked for reasons why

fallowing has declined.

indirectly into whether a breakdown of indigenous

farming systems has occured and whether other land-

uses are now being practised.

4" Use of Marqinal Lands and Forest Depletion.

In one sense, the entire problem of population

pressure in eastern Kenya is a problem of increasing

encroachment on ecologically vulnerable lands. Thus,

Mbithi and Wisner (1913:114) noted that immigrants to

the lowlands of the Eastern Plateau exploit harsher

environments with concomitant increase in crop

failure, famine, and epidemics. As the dense

population in t<itui Central becomes redistributed to

Question 27 inquired

Lhe drier parts of the district,
ri skier "

I i fe becomes
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Àt another 1eveI, movement into marginal lands

can refer to local utilization of microhabitats
normally considered too poor for production. In this
sense, cultivation of steep slopes, removal of

vegetation for charcoal burning, and grazing in all
manner of places represent desperate survival
mechanisms to exploit every marginal corner of these

harsh lands (wisner and Mbithi, 1973) 
"

At both scales, pressure exerted on marginal

lands can further promote deteriorating conditions"
This is the heart of what Allan (1972:1) termed the

cycle of degeneration, and is the main message of

Figure 2 (Chapter One), The use of marginal lands,

and the clearing of bush are examined through

questions 35, 38, 39 and 40.

5. Soil Eros i on

land-use systems

As Àllan (1965:385-388) noted, most Àfrican

protective devices against soil erosion such as

fallow, mixed cropping, avoidance of steep slopes and

terracing" The Àkamba were no exception, but as their
populations expanded and as accidents of history
changed their agricultural systems, many traditional
practises became neglected, leading to soil erosion.
Mutiso (1975:5-6) describes stripping of vegetation

tradi t ionally had built-in
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cover causing havoc in Kisio river watershed in

Ki tui , which he predicts wi II lead to st i 11 f urt.her

ecological decay" Brown (1975:7) confirms this
prediction on a wider scale, stating that Machakos

and Kitui are experiencing 'shocking' leve1s of

erosion and denudation"

The fragmentary nature of this information

impairs any spatial overview of the extent, type, and

degree of soil erosion in the study area. There is no

doubt that soil erosion is a serious problem. Two

questions (36 and 37) were formulated to inquire into
the seriousness of the problem. Question 37 elicited
soil conservation measures being undertaken, and

indirectly asseses the magnitude of the problem on

the basis of the conservation techniques applied.

6" Unemolovment

Migration is directly related to population

pressure. People migrate to other areas in search of

employment and fresh economic opportunities when

rural conditions deteriorate. Todaro (1981) explained

the decision to migrate in purely rational economic

terms. Migrants consider the various labour market

opportunities available between rural and urban

secLors and choose the one r*hich max imi ses the i r

expected gains from the migration. Prothero (1972:7)

, Decl-ine in income and outmiqration"



however, argues that

economic disparities

Outmigrations among the Àkamba to rural areas

within and outside the district have been identified
as a form of pressure-induced movement leading to

spontaneous settlements (itrUittri and Barnes, 1975).

These two authors considered squatter settlement as

one of Kenya's more urgent human-Iand crises. Inter-
district and intra-district movements are, however

not well known (rhom, 1977); it is apparent that a

study of migration in Kitui would therefore yield

useful insights into population pressure in the area.

The analysis of data obtained from questions 8, 9,

28, 29, 30 and 32 is used to explain migrations

within and out of the district. Questions 6r 7 and 53

to 59 address employment and income. These questions

also inquire into whether off-farm income is earned,
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is difficult to measure the

many rural areas of Africa.
ir

in

by whom, and how often ¡ âs well as whether

respondents' incomes have declined or remained the

same "

7" Perception of Population

Questions 60 to 66 examine respondents' views on

whether they consider their areas overpopulated, and,

i f so r what measures should be taken to solve the

problem.

Pressure "
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These views are crucial for recommending workable

policy programmes to counteract population pressure. À1so,

answers to questions addressing respondents' desires for
children (questions 60 to 64'), provide insights into
possible future population and resource balances in Kitui
district. In addition to data from questions noted so far,
household heads vrere queried to elicit information regarding

accessibility to social amenities (questions 48 to 52, "

When population pressure in an area builds up, public
utilities are the first to suffer from stress" Responses to
questions 50, 51 and 52 were intended to gauge the scarcity
of social amenities as well as to draw inferences about low

Ievel-s of living.

In sum, the variables used to investigate population

pressure and the respective questions in the survey are

summarized in Table 4"1.Other variables which hrere used in
computing carrying capacities are discussed in section 4.4

in the current chapter.



TABLE 4" 1

The Variables Used to Investigate Population Pressure

Summary
Var iable

LÀND
LASU
LÀFR
LADÏ
ÐCRY
FOOD
CHCE
MÀLN
FÀLO
BRIF
UMLA
SOER
ÀccE
UNEM
OMIG
FORD
INCM

Variable explanation

LandIe ssness
Land subdivisions
Land fragmentation
Land disputes
Declining crop yields
Food shortage
Changing crop emphases
Malnutrition
Reduction in fallow
Breakdo¡¡n of farming systems
Use of marginal lands
Soil erosion
Accessibility to amenities
Unemployment
Out migration
Forest depletion
Decline in income

Relevant questions
(see Àppendix A)

4"3 SAMPLING
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In planning a sample survey, a decision must be made

about the sample size" This decision is important because

too large a sample implies a waste of time among other

resources, and too small a sample diminishes the utility of

the results. An initial task in sampling is therefore to
estimate the size of a sample required to meet the needs of

the research" In order to attain this objective a technique

formulated by Cochran (1963272) was adopted:

10 r14 r15 126
16r17r19r19
12 r13
33,34
23,43 r44 r45 146
41 ,42 r43 ,44 r45 146
23,24,25,26 r27
43 r44,45 146,47
25 126 ,27
23,24 r25,26,27
35r36r37r38r39r40
36,37 ,38
48 ,49,50 ,51 ,52
1 t617
8 ,9 ,28 ,29 r30 ,32
38 ,39 ,40
53r54r55r56r57r58r59

PROCEDURES



4xPxQ
N=

ExE

where N = Sample size (attempts)

P = Proportion of the most important

characteristic in the total population

0 = 1 00%-P

E = Precision error

Regarding the application of this formula, Cochran made the

following Lwo observations:

1. There must be some statement concerning what. is
expected of the sample. This statement may be in

terms of error, which is left at the discretion of

the researcher.
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2" The computed value of N may be appraised to see

whether it is consistent with the resources available
like cost, time, labour and the materials required to
obtain the proposed sample size (Cochran, 1963:74).

In order to estimate P, a precision error equal to

:11 "8% was used" P was estimated using the proportion of

land to the total population, which is a very important

indicator of population pressure. This vras calculated by
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expressing as a percentage the total land area in Kitui
district divided by t.otaI population. This worked out to
P=3% and 9=97% and, by applying the formula, a sample size

of 360 persons was estimated. However, out of the 360

persons interviewed in the field, fifteen of them were "non-

response" cases and thus only 345 observations !ûere

considered in the analysis" This, however, did not affect
t.he quality of the results"

4"3"1 Sample Selection

The smallest areal unit used in sampling

Iocation (an administrative area smaller than

which Kenya's Central Bureau of Statistics (C"e.S

a sampling unit).
Locations, Divisions, and EcoLogical zones" The

using sub-Iocation was to ascertain that
representative population samples selected from

ecological zones in each location.

À political district map of Kitui showing Divisions,
Locations, and Sub-Iocations, ât a scale of 1:250r000 was

prepared. This map was then superimposed on the map of

ecological zones (figure 5, Chapter Three) to make a

composite map showing administrative and land potential
boundaries. In the next sLage, a simple random sampling

technique h'as used to select sub-locaLions from the various

However, the analysis was

vras a sub-

a location,
. ) uses as

based on

reason for
there T{as

the various
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ecological zones in each of the twenty-seven locations in

Kitui district. Lists of households and names of their heads

were then obtained from Central Bureau of Statistics
(c"s.s. )

application of random sampling yielded a sample of

households f rom the selected Sub-locations" r^rith the help

of the area's sub-chiefs (heads of sub-Iocations) and

village headmen, the selected households $¡ere identified and

their heads were approached for interview.

The number of intervie?rees per sub-location was

determined by a sampling proport ion ( the number of

households in the sub-location expressed as a ratio to the

total number of households in the location) " The same

for the selected Sub-locations "

principle was used to determine the number of interviewees

from each location. The number of respondents per location
and the respective sampling proportions are summarized in

Tab1e 4"2 It is important to note that four main zones

within the study area were excluded from the survey, namely:

Further

(a) À11 Àreas reserved for forests. There are
about 43 1657 hectares of gazetted forests in Kitui
district vrhich represent about 1"4% of the total
Iand area " The main forest reserves include
Kavonge, Mutito, Nuu, Engamba, Makongo, Mumoni,
Endau, Mulha, Mutuluni, Kyawea and Museve.



Populat ion
Location estimate (1989)

Mulango
Kisasi
Mat i nyan i
Changw i thya
Miamban i
Nzamban i
Yatta
Yatta B2

CENTRAL

Mut i to
Endau
Mui
Zombe
Nuu

TABLE 4,"2

Sample Selection

39,579
32,549
34,261
41 ,7 84
24 ?639
24 ,7 44
28,619

6 1431

232,606

Estimate no.
of households

EASTERN

t kanga/Mutomo
I kutha
Kanz i ko
Voo
Mutha

SOUTHERN

Mutongun i
Migw'ani
Mwingi
Endui

MWINGI

Mi vukon i
Kat se
Tse i kuru
Ngomen i
Tharaka

KYUSO

KITUI (totat)

5r140
4 1227
4,449
5,427
3 1200
3 ,214
3 ,717

83s

30,209

11739
1,450
11778
1 ,gg3
2 1057

9,016

4 ,019
3 r471

3,379
1 ,160
3 ?692

Number of
households
successfully Sampling
interviewed proportion

15,341
1 5 ,844

69 ,416

30 ,943
26 ,7 26
1 4 ,991
13 ,711
9,333

95,594

47 ,947
47 r194
40 ,211
13 ,87 3

149 ,225

28,917
21 ,gg5
13,756
21 ,066

7 ,g2g

93,463

640 ,304

92

22
18
19
24
14
14
16

4

131

0 "17
0. 14
0"14
0. 18

,933
,7 81
,212

0"11

7
6
9
9
9

0.1 1

0 "12

12,415

6,227
6,129
5,222
1 ,902

1 9,390

3,756
2 1844
1r787
2 1736
1 ,417

12 ,1 40

83,160

0 " 03

40

17
15
I
7
5

52

23
23
20

7

73

15
11
I

11
4

49

345

0 " 36

0"19
0"16
0 "200.22
0.23

0"11

0.32
0"28
0"16
0"14
0.10

0.15

0.32
0.32
0 "27
0 " 09

0 "23

0.31
0 "230.1s
0.23
0 .08

0.1s

1 " 00



(Þ) Trustlands and all areas used exclusivelv for
wild animals" For instance, Tsavo East National
Park which covers about one-fifth of the district
and a few concentrations of wildlife in Yatta Bz
in Central Division.
(c) AIl areas desiqnated for urban and other non-
aqricultural land lg-r Iike Townships and market
centres.
(q) ÀI1 areas under land uses which do not
represent traditional Àkamba livelihood, like
commercial ranching in Mbeu(Katse),
Mikuyuni (Yatta),
Sosoma(Ngomeni ) .

4"4 METHODS OF DATA ANÀLYSTS

Three techniques were used to analyse the data collected in

this study" These are: (a) carrying capacity, (b) principal
component analysis, and (c ) multivariate analysis of

variance. In addition, descriptive statistics was used to
investigate the severity of population pressure between

ecozones and to compare the results of the carrying capacity

model with the analysis of population pressure symptoms,

Mutw' ang' ombe ( nndau )
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4"4"1 Carryinq Capacitv

The concept of carrying capaciLy has been comprehensively

discussed in the preceding chapters. For instance, it has

been noted that the intention of modern carrying capacity

modelling is to define a preferred maximum density which can

be supported in each ecological zone of a country without

causing damage to the land (Bernard, 1977). This section

and
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presents the general outline of the carrying capacity model

used in this study. The detailed data manipulations and

assumptions are dealt with in Chapter Six"

The computation of carrying capacities was based upon

the potential amount of calories that can be produced, using

the existing technology, from the food sector in each

location of Kitui district, The aim was to calculate the

maximum (or safe) number of people that each location can

support without causing stress on the environment" Once

this was done, it h?as possible to identify locations which

have population numbers above their carrying capacities by

pomparing potential to current population numbers in each

locat ion "

In order to compute carrying capacities for the various

locations, the following data are required: average

household size per location, amount of calories required to
susLain the average household per annum, amount of arable

land in each location, possible crop combinations and their
potential yields (in millions of calories) per location per

annum, and minimum size of a farm which can meet the annual

food requirement of the average household" ÀIso, data on

livestock requirements for the average household is
necessary, since animal products provide people with the

qualitative aspects of diet like proteins, vitamins, and

trace minerals "
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The carrying capacity model used in this study is
adopted from Thom (1977). According to him, carrying
capacity for an agrarian society operating at fuI1
subsistence technology, which assumes that aII household

requirements are derived from on-farm activities, may be

computed using the following formulae:

TfxPc
S= +Lr

Y

where S = the minimum farm size in hectares necessary

to sustain an average household per annum

Tf = total subsistence food requirement for an

average household in millions of kilocalories
per annum

Lr = livestock requirement in hectares per average

household

Y = average yields of food crops per hectare in
millions of kilocalories per annum

A-aW
and C=

S

Pc = per cent of calories derived from crops

where C = carrying capacity in number of households

A = tot.al area of a location in hecLares

ãW = area of a location neither suitable for grazíng
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nor cultivation. (fn the current research this
area is determined by overlapping the ecological

zones map with the political map of Kitui district
allowing the amounts of arable and non-arable

portions of each location to be calculated (see

resuLts in Chapter Six)

S = the minimum farm size necessary to sustain an

average household per annum (computed from the

first formula)

A spatially more explicit expression of these data

requires the conversion of households to number of persons

and of the surplus or deficit population for all locations"
The population pressure ratio provides a comparative index

of the degree of pressure between locations in the study

area " For those locations with excess capac ity to

accommodate more people, further estimation using population

growth rates for each location, determines the number of

years remaining before carrying capacities are reached in

the respective locations (see Table 6"3 in Chapter Six).

4"4"2 Principal Component Analvsis (pCa)

Principal Component Analysis (PCÀ) is concerned with

explaining the variance-covariance sLructure in a

multivariate system through a few linear combinations of the
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original variables. I ts general object ives are ( 1 ) data

reduction, and (2) data interpretation (Johnson and wichern,

1982:361 ) .

Thus, in a system rqhere the total variation is

explained by P original variableso PCA can derive a small

number of principal componenLs, K, to account for the total
variation. In this case, K<P but has as much information as

there is in P. The original data set which consists of N

measurements on P variables is thus reduced to one

consisting of N measurements on K principal components"

For instance, consider a system which has Xr ¡Xz

Xp variables. The PCA can generate K (yt Yk) pri

components which are a linear combinations of Xr

variables as follows:

Y1 = Q11Xr* QztXz * - - - - + QplXp

The first pri.ncipal component is the Li

maximimum variance, and explains the

totaL variation among the Xi's (Mardia,

Y2: Q21Xt * gzzXz + - - - - * Qp2Xp

"* 
= q*.1O., * QrzXz + - - - - * Qp¡Xp

In this
formulated to

nc ipal

-Xp

study, eighteen

explain variation

near combination with

highest percentage of

et a1, 1982:219) .

variables were initially

of population pressure in
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Kitui District. PCÀ was then used to summarize the data into
two principal components (pnf¡¡1 and pRIN2), which account

for 76"9% anð. 23"1% of the total variation, respectively. On

the basis of correlation between the first principal
component (PRIN1) and the 19 original variables, the most

important indicators of population pressure in the study

area are determined (see Chapter Six).

Ànalyses of principal components are more of a means to
an end rather than an end in themselves since they

frequenLly serve as intermediate steps for further
investigation. In this study, PCÀ is used to generate data

upon which the three ecological zones in Kitui District are

compared using multivariate analysis of variance, which is
discussed in the next section"

4"4"3 Multiple Analysis of Variance (uaNOva)

This section discusses the main features of MÀNOVA and how

the model was applied in this study to compare the three

ecozones of Kitui on basis of nine population pressure

indicators which r{ere selected through principal component

analys i s .

Often, in empirical research more than tv¡o populations

need to be compared on Lhe basis of some variation" Random

samples collected from each of, say K, regions may be

arranged as follows:



populat ion

populat i on

Multivaríate analysis of variance is normally used to

investigate whether the population means ur uk are the

same. This is equivalent to testing the null hypothesis Ho:

ur =uz =- uk, or testing of whether there is no

significant difference between the K populations or regions
(t"tardia et ê1, 1982:334 ) .

1: x1

2: X.2

1 - - xn1

1 - -XnZ

population K: Xk1 - - Xnk

alternative (ttt : ut iuz # /uk), wilks' Iambda

criterion (r.) is used" In MÀNOVA, the Wilks' lambda

criterion is computed using the procedure outlined in Table

4"3 In this case, the Wilks' Iambda corresponds to the

equivalent of the F-test of nuI1 hypothesis in univariate
systems" F is computed using Wilks' Iambda (I,) as follows:

To test the nul1 hypothesis (uo)
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F r =8/3(1-J") /{' (Mardia, er al 1982:336) ,

In order to test the null hypothesis, the computed F1

is compared to a table F2 value which is derived from the F

distribution tables, using (2e, 2 (m-P+1 ) ) degrees of

freedom. In this case, m=N-K, and P is the number of

variables being investigated. If the computed F1 is greater

against the



TABLE 4 " 3

Method of Computing l.iilks tambda by MANOVA

source of
variation

Between samples

within samples

Total

d"f"

source: Mardia, et a1('1 9822335).

wherei SSP = sum of squares and product matrix
B = between samples SSP matrix
lrf = wi thin samples SSP matr ix
\J = number of observations
t( = number of regions being studied,

K-1

N_K

N-'1

SSP matrix

than table F2 , the nuIl hypothesis is rejected and the

alternative adopted (Mardia, et a1 1982:337).

In this study, Wilks' lambda is derived using the SÀS

software computer package. Fz is determined from the F

distribution TabIes (appendix D) using (2x9, 2(345-3-9+1))

or (18, 668) degrees of freedom, where N=345 respondents,

P=9 variables derived by PCA, and K=3 ecozones (see Chapter

5IX 
' "

B

w

T=B+W
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Wilks'lambda

L=lwl/Iw=eI



4"5 CRITICAL EVÀLUATION OF

(a) Carrvinq Capacitv.

Although carrying capacity has value as a tool for
applied resource management, it has both advantages and

disadvantages when applied to human beings. The measure of

carrying capacity has been criticised as a static estimate

unable Lo accommodate change such as, the introduction of

cash crops (Sindiga, 1 986) " À reviewer of Allan's book

(1965) also argued that the technique does not consider the

impacts of chan.ge such as technological growth (McMaster,

1967:1a0)"

THE DATÀ ANALYSIS TECHNIOUES

Ànother criticism of the concepL is that. it implies an

optimum (homeostatic ) Ievel between population and

resources" Furthermore, carrying capacity estimates always

assume a certain level of technology" There is no reason lrhy

any society should be locked into a particular set of tools
and techniquesr yet this is often an assumption rnade in
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carrying capacity models "

technology is crearly a serious shortcoming. other scholars

have also argued that carrying capacity is ahistorical
(Porter, 1978222; Zubrow, 1975:129) because it tends to be

mainly concerned with current staLus.

Essentially, several poinLs must be considered when the

concept is applied to humans. Human needs and aspirations
beyond subsistence must be taken into account (Mabogunje,

The assumption of a static



1970:115-118).

expectat ions are " imputed to people rather than being

empirically demonstrated". It is not possible to grapple

with the problem of expectations without very detailed data

requiring extensive and expensive f ield surveys " In

addition, carrying capacity analysis must assess the role of

political, social, economical and cultural constraints of a

community (rhom, 1977:387) " This requires a thorough

understanding of the culture of the society being studied.

These data should LeI1 of the general human condiLion,

including food requirements, work regimes, cropping patterns

and cycles, $rage employment, cash income, crop and livestock

But, as Browning (197 0:73 )

yields (Bernard, 1977) "

environmental potential (Porter , 1970) 
"

However, such sophisticated data are often lacking in

Àfrican countries (Hance , 1968:"7). The current study was

fortunate in the sense that a substantial amount of

information on the productive potential of land is now

available in Kenya" Examples include Edwards (1956); Pratt,
(1966); Pratt and Gwynne (1977); Kenya (lgl3a); Jaetzold
(1983); Jaetzold and Schmidt (1983); Sombroek (1980);

Sombroek et aI (19e2); Braun and Mungai (1983). AIso, the

Ministry of Agriculture has a substantial amount of

information on crop inventories and the potential land

capabilities for various regions of Kenya"
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noted,

Other data required are on
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In addition, value judgements are required throughout

the process of carrying capacity modetling. The definition
of an acceptable standard of living is often problematic.

Even worse, carrying capacity can be misconstrued as a

ceiling to development. It might be assumed that as soon as

a minimum set of conditions have been met in the model and

on the landscape, the task of rural development is complete

(nernard, 1986). This too,

the concept "

Despite these criticisms, carrying capacity is a

promising tool- in the hands of planners. It allows

systematic approach to problems of agriculture and

requirements in peasant agrarian communities (allan, 1965)"

It is also a means of studying and assessing the urgency of

population pressure (Sindiga,

capacity aims at indicating a point beyond which population

cannot grolr without causing damage to the land, its
determination may lead to a search for demographic

solutions. In this study, it pulls no punches: it clearly
calls for a reduction of population growth rates, limitation
of resource mi suse and technol-ogical change aimed at

increasing productivity. The next and more difficult step is
to plan ways of accomplishing these goals"

is an erroneous application of

Carrying capacity also seeks optimal and achievable

solutions in attacking development problems. I t also

engenders broad-based planning, including productive

1986:37) " Because carrying



activities, environmental protection,

employment and population dynamics"

For better results, researchers have suggesLed that
instead of using one carrying capacity model, several could

be constructed by varying such elements as technology,

income, crop and livestock combinations and land use

strategies (Sindiga, 1986; Bernard, 1977; Thom, 1977).

These researchers argue that. multiple modelling would

provide valuable data for planning purposes.

To summarize, carrying capacity is used only as an

organising concept for studying the interactions between

population, development and conservation issues in a

particular regional setting" Às such, the concept is a

heuristic tool for planning. Its rnajor strength lies in the

fact that it draws attention to the f inite naLure of

resources and thus a1lows broad-based planning" The method

provides for various adjustmenLs in the variables used to
compute the carrying capacities" This can yield a number of

development options for an area" In order to be a useful
guideline to planning, carrying capacities must be computed

continuously and projections musL be revised periodically
(sindiga, 1986:39) 

"
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infrastructure,

Weighing the strengths and the weaknesses of carrying
capacity, it is possible t.o conclude that the modelling can

lend insights to the development process. Àny model must be
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sensitive to the cultural context of the setting in which it
is being applied. Implementation of plans to expand carrying

capacity, whether using subsistence or advanced technology

cannot succeed if such technology is incompatible with

perceptions, values, beliefs, and practises of a society"

Moreover, carrying capacity modelling alone is not

sufficient for devising strategies for rural development

(Bernard, 1986:13). It is one tool, among many, which may be

used to confront the complicated yet exigent problems of

development now present in the crowded rural landscapes of

Kenya" In the case of Kitui district, both the opportunities

and the limitations of using carrying capacity in rural
development are demonstrated.

(b) Principal Component ÀnaLvsis.

One of the greatest advantages of principal component

analysis is its ability to summarize variation, in fewer

variables, in a situation where a large number of

observations are made. The technique can also reveal

relationships between the original variables and the derived

components that r.¡ere not previously suspected and thereby

al1ows interpretation that would not ordinarily result.

However, PCA has been criticised because the derived

components are somet imes meaningless and di ff icult or

impossible to interpret (t"torri son ? 19762228) " The technique

also assumes a closed model in the sense that. in any
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situation, all the variation is assumed to be accounted for

by the variables themselves. That is, no outside influences

are allowed for in PCA (Mardia, et aIr1982:218).

Researchers have also argued that: âs a method for
modeling real world situations, PCA is totally unrealistic.
They argue that, by not allowing for any unique variance in
variables, PCÀ obscures the true factor structure (Johnson,

et â1, 19822362i Taylor , 1977:242) . DespiLe of all these

criticismsr pFincipal component analysis has been quite

useful for researchers seeking solutions in multivariate
systems" It is relatively easy to apply and is available in

convinient computer packages

(c ) Multivariate

Often in empirical research,

investigate variation in a multivariate system are

themselves correlated and significantly affect the results.
One advantage of using MANOVÀ is that it takes into account,

and adjusts for, the correlation structure between the

variables (Johnson and Wichern, 1982:253). In addition, when

MANOVÀ is applied in SAS, it. sorts out and eliminates from

the analysis, all missing values of either the dependent or

independent variables (SAS Institute, 1985:445).

Analvsis of Variance"

However, MANOVÀ's ma jor limitation is t.hat it does not

indicate which treatments or treatment-combinations are

different and which could be considered as coming from

the variables used to
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common populations, when the null hypothesis is rejected
(Morrison.' 1976:182). Other techniques, like the Roy union-

intersection approach, have to be applied to determine

similarities and differences in treatments. MANOVÀ is thus,

an intermediary for further investigation. In this study,

this limitation is overcome by using descriptive statistics
to determine the differences between the three ecozones in

terms of severity of population pressure symptoms in Kitui
district.

4.6 FIELD

Most,empirical surveys are faced by numerous logistical
problems" The current study is no exception" Unexpected

financial problems began to plague the research almost from

SURVEY PROBLEMS

the inception of the fieldwork.

expected from the Kenyatta University turned out to be quite

inadequate. Due to this constraint, a planned total of ten

research assistants proved unworkable and in the end only

five could be hired. À1so, because the study sub-locations

h'ere randomly selected and stratified by ecological zones,

the sample areas were far apart and this added the transport

costs, and required long tedious walking across difficult
t.errain.

Ànother problem faced in the field was skepticism and

unwillingness of some respondents to ansv¡er questions. This

may have been caused by many factors" First, some

The funding which was
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respondents were unwilling to ansvrer questions unless they

knew where the research assistants came from. This problem

vras prevalent in almost all sub-locations. In a number of

areas in Katse, Mivukoni and Ngomeni, skepticism may have

emanated f rom the f ear that the research assist.ants t{ere

government agents sent to arrest the many brewers of local
illicit drinks like, Muatine, Mawa, Nzuki and Chanq'aa

aI1 brewed and consumed against the government policy.

Skepticism and unwillingness to answer questions were

more prevalent in Lhe more remote parts of the study area

and also where people were illiterate. This problem was in

some cases surmounted by the research assistants first
reporting to the local administrators ( sub-chiefs and

headmen) who would inform people about their (research

assistants') presence in the area. This method was helpful
in gaining cooperation from the local people.

In the more enlightened sub-Iocations of centra1

division (1ike Ito1eka, Wikililye, Mutune, Nzewani ) and

parts of Mwingi and Southern divi sions, Iocal people

cooperated with the research assistants and raised few

questions, Here, most people appeared to understand the

purpose of research and were probably more familiar with the

government's exercise of population census taking.

The Àkarnba regard counting of children and domestic

animals as a taboo. Research assistants had to ask questions
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related to these two aspects in a round-about manner so as

not to offend the respondents" On top of this taboo, a

number of respondents may have feared to state their correct

land acreage, lest the government takes part of it away

----- a residual of mistrust inherited from colonial days

when large chunks of land were alienated for government use,

In many cases, where there v¡as considerable doubt about the

number of fragments a respondent owned, the research

assistants consulted the District Lands Office for
verification" AIso data on farm income must be interpreted

with care. The high leve1 of illiteracy hindered many

respondents from giving a monetary value for their produce.

These data did not provide accurate estimates.

I n summary , answers to quest ions on l-and (quest ions 1 0

and 11) and on income (questions 53 to 59) were not wholly

reIiabIe. However, despite these logistical problems, aII
possible efforts were made to ensure the success of the

study.



The purpose of this chapter is to examine the causes and

evolution of population pressure in Kitui district. To

begin, information about the Àkamba cultural background is
presented. This background knowledge is essential for

EMERGENCE OF POPULATION PRESSURE IN KITUT
DI STRI CT

understanding the emergence of

Chapter V

area" This is followed by a discussion of events and

circumstances which led to population pressure in Kitui
district during the colonial period and since Kenya attained
independence in 1 963.

Finally, population growth is isolated as the most

important determinant of current population pressure in

Kitui district. Hence, the factors which favour high

fertility in the area are discussed. Of great importance is
the high pronat.alist pressure in Akamba family structure and

the failure of Kenya's population policy to provide

incentives favouring Iow fertility rates among the majority
of the rural inhabitants in the country. Thus, the chapter

addresses the first and fourth objectives and hypotheses of

the study in addition to tackling the first and the fourth
questions stated in Chapter One.

population pressure in Lhe

110
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5.1 ROOTS ÀND EVOLUTION OF POPULATION PRESSURE IN KITUI

Approximately 98% of the population of Kitui district is
Àkamba, a Bantu-speaking group ethnically related to the

neighbouring tribes such as the waEmbu, waGikuyu, waMeru and

the waTaita. The Akamba initially seÈtled in Mbooni Hills in

the 17th century having moved slowly northwards through the

ChuIIu HiI1s, Kibwezi, Makueni and Nzaui (Octri€D9r 1975;

Owako, 1971) " Originally confined to the hilt massifs of

central Machakos, the Àkamba settlers dispersed to other

areas, reaching Kitui Hills at the begining of the 18th

century" This dispersion was fostered by mainly three

factors, namely: population growth and pressure, a flexible
social system in which fission was a norm and a gradual

declining threat of the Maasai and other pastoral peoples

who occupied the plains of eastern Kenya (Mutiso, 1975;

Kimambo, 1970; Kisovi, 1985).

The spatial and the ecological design of the

traditional Akamba life provided a sustaining foundation for
their
predominated, but by the begining of the 19th cenLury a

mixed economy began to emerge (ttimambo, 1970:80)" In spite
of this, livestock, particularly cattle, continued to play

an important subsistence and social roIes. the traditional
strength of Akamba attachment to livestock was indicated by

the importance of Svenqo (cattle posts) as pioneer outposts

in Lerritorial expansion (Munro, 1975 ) " Through an

economy " OriginalIy, pastoral activities
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elaborate social system, stock were collected at the loca1

level and dispersed among relatives in different moisture

zones (Mutiso, 197722-3) " This process provided a check

system against natural calamities like drought and diseases.

Àvailability of water and distribution of tsetse fly
controlled movement of Àkamba livestock keepers, but oral

traditions suggest a wide dispersal of weL season grazing

grounds in the lower unoccupied areas (weu). For example,

the Akamba traditional grazing areas in the last century

extended as far as Hol1a and in the north-eastern as far as

Garissa (Mutiso, 1975:34). To the west, the Àkamba grazed

the whole of Yatta plateau as far as the Mwea plains,
Katw'anyaa and around Doinyo Sabuk in the environs of

Thika/Athi River. To the south they claim to have grazed all
of what is now Tsavo East National Park and Kibwezi region

(figure 8)" Other tribes grazed in these areas also, but the

point is that the Àkamba established Syenqo in these zones

and later receded to their tribal core areas in Kitui
di str ict "

Pastoral activities were combined with crop agriculture
in a system of shi f ting cu1tivation in the hiIls where

rainfall was more abundant and reliable. Because of long

fallowing, the system required homesteads (uisvi) to hive

a?¡ay f requently to settle neÌr 1ands. The Akamba thus gained

a reputation for being frontier people. This outward

expansion engendered a tradition of continuous adaptability
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to new surroundings, fluid and flexible adjustments to new

economic and ecological conditions, and an informal

attachment to land" As long as there was abundant land for
agriculture and grazing, the frontier Akamba life usually
provided adequate subsistence.

An irnportant underlying element in the traditional
Akamba spatial and ecological system was a symbiosis between

hills and plains. Although this was common in other areas of

East Africa , it vras especially important for survival in

Ukambani (Kitui and Machakos districts) because of the

environmental risks like pesls, diseases and rainfall
variability (Porter, 1966) " Misvi in the hilIs depended

upon the herds in the Weu and vise versa. Other mechanisms

such as trade and hunting were further insurance against

risks in the precarious habitat"

Occasionally these risks would overwhelm traditional
checks and balances. 'Local desertification' seems to have

generated a certain degree of movement and it undoubtedly

diminished food resources (Mutiso, 1976:20)" But of more

importance and at a broader scale, drought and famine,

especially in the plains, were periodically significant and

cert,ainly stimulated outmigration" Recorded droughts in the

1 9th century and the nunerous famines indicated in Table 3 " 1

(Chapter Three), for example, drove the Akamba communities

to the Kenya coast and to Tanzania, and further concenÈrated

those who stayed behind on Lhe hills (Àkong'a, 1982:29;
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Kimambor 1970:80)" Droughts also forced the Akamba to trade

more heavily with both the coast and the interior people.

Oral tradition suggest that the Kitui Akamba sold most

of their livestock and livestock products to the waGikuyu

who did not have good range as a result of endemic diseases

(east coast fever and contagious pleuropneumonia) in their
cooler envi ronment (Mut i so , 1977 '.4) .

livestock and livestock products, the Akamba Lraded with the

coast people (waTaita, waDuruma and waDigo) in hides, wild
honey and game trophies through the present day Tsavo

National Park. The Akamba bought from the coast people

rnainly clothes and dates (Hdeti, 1972:49; Mbiti, 1972:100).

highlights into the socio-economic background of the Akamba

Iife prior to nritish rule in Kenya in 1893. For many years

the Akamba had lived in a state of relative equilibrium with

their dry formidable environments. Traditional mechanisms of

transhumance pastoralism and semi-sedentary agriculture,
supplemented by trade and hunting, provided insurance

In summary, this brief overview provides some

against environmental risks and hazards "

In addition to

epidemics rdere ma jor checks to populat ion pressure and

out f low .

When British colonial rule began in Kenya, many things

changed. The colonial intervention in Kitui led to the

breakdown of traditional ecosystems (Bernard, 1977 2134;

Famine and
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Kimambo , 1970:83; Mutiso, 1977:2) . Native reserves were

prescribed, thereby limiting wet season grazing grounds"

Discouragement of movement outside reserves foreclosed the

Akamba frontier ethic" Often, herds were confined to areas

of which some of their richest grazing and breeding lands

had been excluded. The problems of overcrowding thereby

created were further aggravated by the wholesale imposition

of quarantines. First.,
Iivestock, quarantines ini
incidence of disease,

regulations, the export of cattle from reserves was

prohibited or severely restricted.

Under these circumstances, livestock increased rapidly
until maximum gl.azing capacities of reserves were reached"

Overgrazing was inevitable,
erosion and reduction of cattle and human carrying

capacities (Mutiso, 1977:2)" The declaration in 1902 of the

Yatta plateau, and majority of the former traditional
grazing areas as Crown Landss vras disastrous to the Kitui
Akamba. The imposition by the colonial government of the Hut

and Poll tax forced the Akamba to se]I most of their
livestock to meet the imposed financial obligations. The

consequence of this was that the Akamba had nothing to fall

upon during times of drought and famine. The colonial
government t.hus undermined Lhe economic base and food

by cutting down movement of

tially tended to increase the

Secondly, under quarantine

which in turn caused soil

e crown Lands
use of the
people had

were areas
colon iaI

no access.

which vÍere al ienated f or exclusive
government and to which the local



secur i ty ,

A class-based interpretation of the impact of colonial-

rule on the Akamba has been suggested by Mutiso (1977 z6) and

by Munro (197 5:1 1 5) . Àccording to them, concentration of

colonial amenities in the high potential hills of Ukambani

led to a reversal of pre-colonial migration pattern, drawing

people back into the hills to gain access to colonial
society. Those who were in the uplands, and those who

returned, became a privileged class (ttre Asomi) through

education and gained an advantage over those at the

periphery, Ult.imateIy, they achieved status and special

access to land and livestock and were legitirnized by the

colonial political system o

For instance, a number of ranching schemes had been

developed by the same Àsomi in Yatta, Yatta 82, Ikutha,
Katse and many other places in Kitui the early 1 950's

(Mutiso, 1977:8)" These ranches were later in 1961 converted

into co-operative ranching societies of Kanyonyooni,

Katoteni, Mikuyuni, Ngunyumu and Mbeu by pretty the same
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Asomi (l,tutiso, 1977:21)"

formalized the maldistribution of land and enlarged Lhe

problem of land hunger in Ukambani (Munror 1975:119)"

While it. is impossible to evaluate this interpretation
in detail, there is littIe doubt that. the colonial impact

did contribut.e to the disintegration of the traditional

Land adjudication finally



spatial and ecological order" The

and hills had been broken down

(Mutiso, 1977; Munro, 1975) "

important in understanding the

pressure in Kitui district"

Population pressure in Ukambani became one of Kenya

colony's most difficult problems. In the long run, it was

probably worsened rather than alleviated by government

decisions and strategies throughout much of the colonial
era. Encouragement of fixed crop agriculture, particularly
the cotton campaigns of 1934-36, forced the Misvi to become
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interdependence of plains

in Kitui by the 1 940's

This historical context is
emergence of population

permanent and limited the range of the Svenqo.

actions brought degradation to the local areas in the hitls
and regional denudation to the plains" Meanwhile in the

former grazing areas farther afield, bush and tsetse

encroached again (Bernard, 1977; Mutiso, 1977).

Recognit ion of land problems in the late '1 920' s and

early 1930's led Lo the formation of African Land and Carter

Commissions of 1929 and 1932 respectively (Great Britain,
1936:206) " Both Commissions recognized the Iimitations and

problems of land in Kitui district. The colonial office
identified human and animal population pressure in the area

as a problem of worsening proportions and in 1935 appointed

another commission to plan reconditioning of farming areas

(van Zwanenberg and King, 1975:147).

These
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From 1937 to 1944 a soil conservation programme

involving Lerracing, grass planting, compositing and

manuring was promoted. This vras followed by a government

attempt in 1 938 to destock parts of the area through

compulsory saIes. So misunderstood and unpopular vrere these

programmes that people from different parts of t.he district
confronted the District Commissioner demanding their
withdrawal, Other people, especially from Mulango location,
migrated to Mbitini and Kanduti to avoid their participation
in the programmes (Mutiso, 1977:22) " others joined the

Machakos Akamba and marched en masse to the Government House

in Nairobi. Their protest led to failure of both efforts.

programme was initiated. It met similar distrust" Rumours

circulated that once the land had been rehabilitated, it
would be turned over to European farrners who would compel

the Akamba labourers to cultivate it. Munro (1975) reports

that the first attempt to introduce mechanical terrace

construction in 1946 met sustained resistance with some

Akamba throwing themselves in front of the tractors.

The government, was undaunted. Conceived as a war to be

won, soil conservation became a major policy in late
colonial times" Gradually some progress was made. Narrow

based bench terraces were constructed across the district;
grass planting, manuring and water impoundments supplemented

the terrac ing programme. By 1 958 , observers recorded an

Àfter the World War I I a second rehabilitation



lmpresslve recovery

Iandscapes in Mulango

Iocations (Bernard, 1

The lessons of the colonial era are therefore clear:
alteration of traditional agriculture and animal husbandry

produced devastating results" Compulsory programmes to

respond to this devastation backfired to such an extent that
well beyond independence, a residual of distrust and

bitterness towards soil conservation and Iivestock
management was retained. Silted dams, terraces in disrepair,
gullied cut-off drains, and resistance to animal inoculation
(Munanda), becausg of its association with compulsory

sales/destocking, all testify to the extent of Akamba
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of the badly eroded and denuded

, Changwithya, Matinyani and Mutonguni

977:136) "

backlash towards government

agricultural systen.

The creation of a privileged class (esomi ) and

declaration of the former Àkamba grazing lands as Crown

Lands, denied the ordinary Mukamba (singular for akamba)

access to adequate land for his own subsistence" To a large

extent these forces inherited from colonial days have been

carried forth to the present, causing population pressure to

continue tearing the fabric of the Àkamba society and

landscape.

intervent ion in their



5.2 POST-INDEPENDENCE POPULATTON PRESSURE

Population-resource imbalance in the arid and semi-arid

areas of Kenya has intensified since the country was

decolonised in 1963 (Pratt, 1 968; Bernard, 1977) . Four

processes which began in the colonial time have exacerbated

population pressure in these areas: Þ¡ildIife conservation,

land adjudication, development of ranching schemes and more

important, natural population growth (Sindiga, 1986:94).

The carving out of wildlife conservation areas (in the

form of national parks, national and game reserves) in Kenya

began in 1945 and was aimed at primarily developing these

areas for tourist industry (ttenya , 1975) " Once set upr the

areas v¡ere closed to settlement and use by the public, In

the case of Kitui, about one-fifth (6r309 square kilometers)

of the district is occupied by Tsavo East National Park"

Apart from Tsavo East, other protected concenLrations of

wildlife in the district are in Yatta B2 in the central

division.

The establishment of exclusive wildlife conservation

areas in Kitui disLrict has contributed to population

pressure problem in a number of ways. First, as has already

been indicated, these areas previously offered year-round

grazing for the local people" The creation of wildlife
reserves has increased competition for perennial grazing and

surface water between domestic stock and wild animals

(Pratt, 1 968: ) . In addition, Pratt ( 1 968:1 91 ) argues that it

121
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is impossible to practise deferred rotational grazing in the

presence of such large numbers of zebra, antelopes and

gazelle because once these animals move into an area, they

clear the forage that may be reserved for the next season,

In addition, these areas may be used for human settlements

and development of supportive infrastructural facilities.

A number of other problems are associated with r¡ildlife
conservation and tourism" Wildlife usually move out of their
reserves to the surrounding areas where they destroy crops

and livestock. Instances of lions, Ieopards and hyenas

attacking domestic animals or elephants, rhinoceroses and

hippos causing havoc to stored food and crops in the fields,
are numerous in Ikutha location.and in many other areas of

Kitui district in the periphery of Tsavo East National Park"

Sirni 1arIy, a combinat ion of wild animal spec ies such as

hyenas, jackals: wârthogs and wildebeast transmit certain
diseases like catarrh, rabies,

trvpanosomiasis which cause mortality in Livest.ock and

humans (Sindiga, 1986:90). AII these contribute to the

destabilization of the Akamba social system and resource

base. Population pressure then heightens and leads to
impoverishment of both the

supporting resources"

It has already been indicated

in Kitui district began during the

anaplasmosis and

loca1 population and the

that commerc

colonial era

iaI ranching

following a
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creation of a privileged cIass. After Kenya attained

independence in 1 963, these ranches were converted to co-

operative societies, owned by a few relatively wealthy

individuals. The total land area occupied by these ranches

is about 920,000 hectares (xenya, 1988), of which Sosoma

(304r000 ha) in Mwingi division is the largest.

In addition to commercial ranching, land in Kitui has

been carved out for forest conservation (43 1657 ha ) ,

townships (101000 ha) and for a variety of other uses in the

category of government Trustlands (435r000 ha) (Kenya,

1988). All these and the associated bureaucracy continue to
deny many people access to land for settlement, cultivation
and grazing. Consequently, population pressure outside the

ranches, the forests and the Trustlands ensue leading to
land destruction and poverty. Post-independence land-use

patterns in Kitui district are summarized in Figure 9"

Land adjudication is a Kenya government's policy to
survey, demarcate and grant freehold title deed to every

land owner in rural Kenya. The process began in Kitui
district in 1971 " Although it is recognized that land

adjudication in Kenya is a prerequisite for development of

the marginal areas, the process has a nurnber of

disadvantages" First, it generates a landless class by

creating a land market whereby the rich progressive farmer

buys out his poorer neighbour(s). A1so, land adjudication

does not consider the tradit.ional inheritance laws and
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Settled Agriculture

Private Field Cultivation

Commercial Ranching

State Land

Forest Reserves

Tsavo National Park

Figure 9: Post-Independence Land-use Patterns in Kitui Distnict.

Sourco: Based on Distric't lnformatlon.
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therefore married women's and their children's traditional
rights to land are not guaranteed. rn any case, a tit.le deed

does not automatically lead to better land use practises.

In Kitui district, adjudication and cultural practises

are partly to blame for current population pressure.

Àccording to the Àkamba tradition, for instance, only men

own property and its distribution is arranged before the

death of the household head,

their mother. In polygamous unions, each wife knows the land

she cultivates (muunda) , which her sons inherit, the eldest
(or the most favourite) receiving a relatively larger share"

if a man dies leaving his wife with only daughters, his
broÈhers inherit the property.

practises are changing in some areas, their impact on land

distribution, especially where rand has not been demarcated,

remain quite significant. unmarried daughters and divorced
women, plus their children, have often been rendered

landless. Landlessness is increased when the custom provides

land tenure in favour of only one son in a large farnily"

often, those rendered landress co-habit with reratives or

migrate. The advantage of this practise is that land

subdivision is considerably reduced.

The sons inherit land through

The provision of individual freehold title to land

through adjudication, has denied the Akamba pastoralists
access to their former communal grazing lands (weu), and has

deprived them of the hill-prain symbiosis of subsistence"

Àlthough such customary



Consequently,

dualiLlz has broken down, The Akamba have been forced by

these circumstances to sell the bulk of their livestock and

have thereby lost their ecological and economic flexibility.
Yet, other subsistence alternatives seem to be unavailable"

In this situation, population pressure has built up and

reached crisis proportions.
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the misyi*svenso (homestead-cattle posts)

Since Kenya attained independence, people have al-so

been encouraged to settle permanently by the development of

drought-resistant crop varieties such as katumani maize

which matures in about 120 days 60 days earLier than

that taken by traditional varieties like kikamba maize (uann

and Kariuki , 1978:7) " The result of this crop-development is
that local people now encroach upon and cultivate
ecologically fragile areas with adverse consequences to the

land, Higher population densities cannot be permanently

supported in these areas. Research in agronomy remains

inadequate, and dry crop husbandry techniques have yet to be

well developed" Experimental work has stiIl to be undertaken

to find crop and animal combinations that can be profitably
maintained in these dry areas without causing environmental

degradat i on ,

Population growth has been cited by scholars as the

most imporLant factor creating the leveIs of population

pressure currently being experienced in Kenya's marginal

areas (Von Kaufmann , 19762272; ILO, 1972:1 05; pratt,
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1969:153; Anzagi and Bernard, 1979248; Bernard, 1982:145 and

1986:5). Population growth and trends in Kitui have been

examined in Chapter Three, and the theory underlying

population and resource relationship has been dealt with in

Chapter Two" For instance, it has been indicated that Kitui
district has one of the highest population growth rates in

Kenya. As a result, total numbers in the district have more

than doubled since Kenya's independence, 1963. The high

population exerts heavy stress on land and other meagre

resources within this fragile ecosystem, and leads to
environmental degradation

But as population pressure continues to grow in Kitui
district and and in other areas of Kenya, many local people

do not seem to notice it as a problem (see Chapter Six)"
Scholars have tried to investigate this attitude by

researching on specific aspects. For instance, (.) why do

t.he local people still prefer many children despite the

government's concerted effort in encouraging them to limit
birth? (b) what factors lead to failure and/or non-use of

traditional as well as modern methods of contraception? The

nexL section wilI discuss some of t.hese issues.
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5.3 THE KENYA'S DEMOGRAPHIC DILEMMA

On a global scale, Kenya is often cited as a classic example

of a country which has one of the highest population growth

rates " Since 1 965, the Kenya government and private

agencies have taken positive and active roles in family
planning, both f or mat.ernal and child health as weII as f or

demographic purpose. Yet, Iittle progress has been achieved

in reducing fertility raLes in the country.

Kenya's family planning history appears impressive" In

1967 Kenya became the first sub-Saharan Àfrican country to
launch an official family planning programme (United

Nations, 1979) " Private family planning efforts had begun

even earlier in 1955 by two associations in the major cities
of Nairobi and Mombasa (OAite, 1985)" These joined forces in
1957 to form the FamiIy Planning Association of Kenya (r'pen)

and, in 1962, the FPÀK became affiliated with, and largely
f inanced by,

Association of Kenya also the first in sub-Saharan

Africa" By 1968 the FPAK was operating some 40 clinics,
mostly in cooperation with the Kenya government's Ministry
of Health.

By 1978,

throughout the

health/ fami ly
government and

FPAK (Kenya,

the International Planned Parenthood

family planning

country in 505 i
planning clinics,
the rest by local

1 978 ) . Since then

services were established

ntegrated maternal and child
416 run by the central

agencies, churches and the

, large sums of money have
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been spent on this programme. For instance, the programme

cost US dollars 30 million in 1974-78 period, a large part

of which þras covered by the Kenya government, the World

Bank, the U,S. Agency for International Development, and the

Overseas Department of the United Kingdom (Etott and Mott,
1980:31).

Kenya's current population policy targets are mainly:
(a) to curb the rate of population growth by encouraging

Kenyans to have smaller families, (b) to reduce infant
mortality, (") to reduce internal migration, and (d) to
motivate Kenyan males to adopt and practise family planning.

In addition, the programme adopts some educational goals

aimed at improving the status of vromen, as rcell as clinical
goals aimed at ensuring contraceptive avaiLability and

as¡areness, among other priorities 
"

After more than tlro decades of active government,-

sponsored effort to reduce population growth, Kenya's

fertility level and the rate of natural increase remain at a

peak rarely attained in many countries. The Total Fertility
Rate (rnn) remains at eight births per vroman and natural
increase at about 4,1% per annum (Population Reference

Bureau , 1989a) . Recent reports, however, indicate that
Kenya's population growth rate may be declining (Weekly

Review, September 22, 1989; Population Reference Bureau,

1989b). Currently, population growth is estimated at 3"8%

p.a. and the Total Fertility Rate at 6,7 children
(Poputation Reference Bureau, 1989b) 

"
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While Kenya's economic growth, despite of this
demographic expansion, has been noteworthy, t.he outcome of

her population policy has been a conspicuous failure (Lrott

and Mott, 1 980 ) .

explain the apparent failure, is the continuing high demand

for children among the majority

Faruqee 1 980; Bongaarts, 1 987 ) "

emanates from various sources. In the case of the Akamba, as

has already been indicated, land is governed primarily by

men but subsistence production is largely the responsibitity
of Þ¡omen, who are granted rights to the land for

agricultural purpose by their husbands.

To farm, women must recruit their chiLdren for

cultivation as well as for other domestic tasks, Children

between the ages of 6 and 14 typically work part time on the

small-holdings, with highest participation rates during the

peak planting, weeding, and harvesting seasons" Besides

subsistence production, the responsibility for feeding the

family rests with mothers. That responsibility includes all
elements in the food chain from the transportation of food

The most important factor which can

of Kenyans (oaite, 1 985;

This pro-natalist pressure

f rom the f ields , Lo the preparat ion of meals "

preparation also entails the collection of water and fuel
(usuaIly firewood). Children are not only needed to help

with farming and baby-sitting their younger siblings, but

are also involved in cash producing activities such as pet.ty

t rade "

MeaI
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According to Akamba marriage custom, it is the children
(especially sons) a vroman bears thaL guarantee her access to
her husband's 1and. Her children, through their labour

contribution, provide her with some relief from the volume

of work,

providing him with her labour on 'his' Iand, but also by

bearing and raising 'his' children. This structural and

status dependency of women co-exist with the requirement for
virtual economic self-suf f iciency. The rromen as such must

seek to manage this apparently ambiguous and paradoxical

dilemma" Fertility is a major instrument in that management

task" By continuing to bear children, a woman confirms her

status in the marriage ( in part, in competition with

existing or potential co-wives), makes more secure her

continued access to land, and serves the family and lineage

interests of her husband (as well as ensuring that her own

family can keep the bride price that was paid for her)"

In sum, an Akamba woman produces a large family as a

result of a set of economically and culturally defined, and

socially enforced, obligations. Indeed, the notion of

parity-specific planning of fertility probably is not even

contemplated as a behavioural alternative, whether or not

her spacing of births is planned" To planners, it may appear

that differences in fertility are being resolved, but under

typical family circumstances the ïroman herself, in that

Indeed, she defers to her husband not only by

cultural sett.ing,

proc reat i on .

may not consider controlling her
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Perhaps even more important, is that children are a

major source of o1d age support for their mother. Since a

woman, must in large measure, assure her own Iivelihood,
often with little or no claim on her husband's estate after
his deathe only the children offer a promise of o1d age

security that may in effect be indispensable"

normally marry men much older than themselves,

average outlive their husbands. As such, they anticipate
many years of widowhood when they are dependant on their
sons for support (since their daughters have been married).

In order to be satisfied that she has adequate old-age

security, Àkamba women must therefore bear as many sons as

they can. This means that if a rroman gets only girls
initially, she has to keep on 'trying' until she gets some

sons" In effect, !¡omen have potential and existing fertility
interests grounded in two Iargely separate domains of life

one concerned with livelihood and old-age security,
t.he other with marriage and lineage relations.

In addition, Akamba society places a high value on

children. To them, children are like flowers in the

homest.ead" Grandparents treasure children and they love

playing with them" Mothers become known by their first borns

as Inya wa (mother to ---), Sterile women are looked down

upon and often they 'marry' a young girl (kaweto) so that
they can acquire children through her.

Women

and on
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Other factors favouring high population growth in many

parts of ruraf Kenya are: (a) declined traditional long

periods of female post-partum abstinence from sex, (b)

declined breast-feeding: abstinence from sexual relations
after birth of a baby prevents an early next pregnancy;

breast-feeding blocks ovulation, although the effect wears

off several months before the baby is weaned" Both practises

have been declining since the 1970's (Oaite and McNicol,

1987:211); (c) decline in infant mortality, (d) early age at
first marriage for most $¡omen, and (e) low levels of

education (eongaarts, 1987: 1 33; Lesthaeghe, 1 986 :229) "

Education is probably the single most important factor in

the enhancement of women's status. It has positive impact on

health, the motivation and ability to control the number and

spacing of children, and access to paid employment"

À1I these factors enhance the desire to have many

children and are associated with the limited roles and

opportunities prescribed for the majority of women in Kenya.

Often, attempts to expand women's roles that might result in

lower fertility, are viewed as a threat to their pov¡er by

the dominant males" An attempt to alter this power imbalance

between husbands and wives was in 1979 soundly defeated in

the predominantly male Kenyan National ÀssembIy. A bilf
which would have required a wife's permission for her

husband to take a second wife and which would have given

wives in polygamous unions equal property and inheritance
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rights, was labeled by several members as un-African and

culturally unacceptable. The bill would also have made

adultery legaI grounds for divorce and wife-beating a crime
(¡¿ott and Mott , 1 980: 1 0 ) . Since then, further attempts to
change the family power structure have been unfruitful.

Although Kenyan men share similar demographic interests
with the $¡omen, they have notably dif f erent ,reasons which

hinder them from recognizing the importance of family
planning. In the Akamba society, for instance, the major

traditionaL family responsibitities of fathers are: (a) to
clear and plow the land their wives will cultivate, (b) to
ensure that bride price commitments are met, and (c) to
cover major family expenses beyond subsistence" Among these,

schooling expenses have become steadily more important in
the period since independence.

However, the major part of economic costs of children
is effectively invisible to most fathers in rural Kenya

(Tarver and Mi11er, 1986:35) " This is because once the

older chil-dren become employed, they support their mother

and their younger siblings, and thus relieve their father of

the economic pressure of school fees and other financial
ob1 igat ions.

necessarily felt by most men as a reason to limit fertility
(oow and Werner, 1983)"

pieces of land and may not require a share of their father's
land. The expense of schooling, combined with the perceptive

Even an emerging land shortage is not

Older children of ten buy t.heir ov¡n
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value of education in labour market, is a more plausible

influence on positive male demographic interests (Bongaarts,

1987:135) 
"

In addition, bride price expectations remain a likely
object of explicit economic calculation¡ oD a balance

probably favouring high fertility: the bride price received

for daughters can add appreciably to family assets, while

increasingly sons have to accumulate their own dowry through

their earnings"

The cultural value of high fertility Lo most Akamba men

extends beyond narrow economic considerations. Paternity

confers status and prestige. À reproductive life extended by

polygamy continuously reaffirms to the community a manrs

command over his household. The majority of Akamba men do

not allow their wives to use any contraception, nor do they

use any themselves (ttabwegyere, 1972) " Àlthough this was

the case almost twenty years ago r hardly any progress has

been achieved in changing these male attitudes"

In addition to the cultural practises which continue

to fuel the demographic flames in KiÈui, âs well as

elsewhere in the country, Kenya's population policy has a

number of f1aws. Among these are its narro$rness in focus and

lack of demand f or its services (t'tott and Mott, 1980:83).

The traditional family structure briefly described above,

suggests that there is no easy route towards begining a
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fertility transition. There are strong incentives within the

family system and society that support continuing high

fertitity" These obstacles to change may erode in the

future, but only if the family system is itself modified.

No attempt was made in the two decades of Kenya's anti-
natalist effort to design policy interventions that might

have weakened these family incentives (Way, êt aI 1987). The

policy lacks penalty and reward elements like those seen in

t.he successf ul policies of China and South East Asia, In the

one-child policy of China, for instance, the first child has

access to free schooling and medicare. But parents who

produce a second child have to pay heavily for their
children to gain access to these services (tien, 1984:393).

The discrepancy in recognizing the salient features

underlying the demographic interests of men and those of

?romen, discussed above, is echoed at another leveI, namely,

between the way in which the government and international
agenc I es

interrelationship and the view of scholars with more

demographic or anthropological orientation. Reports by the

I^7orld Bank (r¡no, 1986) , by ILo( 1972) , and by Burrows (1975)

show a clear identification of the adverse consequences to

national development of continued rapid population growth,

but make little acknowledgement of the issues which are

stressed here" For inst.ance, the low status of v¡omen is duly

noted, but it is treated as a problem of income

Iook at Kenya' s economic-demographic
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distribution, remedial by transfer of payments, rather than

a manifestaLion of resilient societal arrangements (Way, êt

aI 1987). No attention is paid to the relationship between

the low status of women and high fertility.

The important omissions of the 1960's and 1970's 1ay in

not investigating thoroughly the social and economic base of

Kenya's high fertility. The weakness of demand for fertility
regulation has only gradually come to be realised, and when

recognized, as is common today, the policy strategy has been

to wait for economic Arowth and distributional improvement

in education, income and other 'basic needs' to engender

demand 
"

Above all, the availability and quality of family
planning services are inadequate (way, É al 19e7). ÀIso,

inappropriate means of disseminating birth control
information through such outlets as the television, radio

and the press are heavily used" The majority of people lack

these items, besides their inability to read. This method

of delivering family planning information is less effective
t.han using community-based extension workers.

Often, programme advisors and extension r*orkers are

brought from other areas into communities in which they

cannot communicate in t.he local languages. À nurnber of

t.hese workers are young university and college graduates.

From personal experience in Kitui district, the majority of
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the older people would not take these young advisors

seriously. For instance, it is very difficult among the

Àkamba adults to discuss fertility and sex related matters

with a younger person" The outcome is that family planning

message is not taken seriously by local people" Most people

are aware of modern methods of contraception, but they do

not understand them" A1so, chemical cont,raception is viewed

with skepticism due to its numerous side effects.

In summary, this chapter demonstrates that population

pressure in Kitui began during the colonial era as a result
of several events and circumstances, like the creation of

native reserves, imposition of quarantines and limitation of

movement out of the reserve areas. Àfter Kenya attained

independence, land adjudication, creation of co-operative

ranching societies for only a few, wildlife conservation and

population growth took over and aggravated the problem. Two

important factors namely, cultural practices and a national

population policy which has many flaws, are to blame for the

continued demographic stress currently experienced in Kitui

district and in other parts of the country,

It appears t.hat so long as the survival and old-age

security for majority of Akamba vromen are dependent on their
families and agriculture,
t.hem to significantly limit their fertility. Successful

policy attempts to reduce birt.h rates can thus not be

expected until substitute raisons d

there is no rational reason for

'etre are developed for
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the vast majority of these women" Pronatalist pressure wiIl

continue at village leveI while anti-natalist arguments will
continue to be articulated at the national level. Perhaps,

success in birth control in Kenya will take longer to

attain "

Under the circumstances r population pressure wiIl
continue threatening lives of the majority in rural areas

such as nitui as well as in other marginal parts of the

country, Little is known about the magnitude of population

pressure at local level, For instance, (a) which areas have

reached or exceeded their carrying capacities and by how

many? (b) what are the major symptoms of population pressure

and how do the local people perceive of the problem? These

and other related questions remain unanswered for many rural
areas in Kenya, Iike Kitui district.
address some of these issues.

The next chapter will



CARRYING CAPÀCITy ÀND CONSEQUENCES OF POPULATION
PRESSURE

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the

analysis of data collected by the field survey in 1988-89 on

population and land capability in Kitui district. The

results are presented under two headings: (a) carrying

capacity analysis, and, (b) symptoms of population pressure.

Thus, this chapter focuses mainly on the second and the

third objectives and hypotheses of the study"

Chapter VI

6.1 CÀRRYING CÀPÀCITY ANALYSIS

This section addresses the second objective and hypothesis

of the study. As explained in Chapter Four, the main data

required for computing human carrying capacities for an

agrarian societies Iiving in the marginal areas, and

operating at traditional technology are: the size of the

average household, total subsistence food requirement, the

minimum size of a farm required to sustain the average

household, potential amount of food calories which can be

produced by the arable portion of land,

requirement for the average household.

The following section presents the various methods used

in Kitui, and the assumptions made in generating the data

required for the carrying capacity analysis.
140

and the livestock



6.1"1 Assumptions and Methodoloqv

Based on the field survey information, the average household

in Kitui district consists of 7 "7 resident members

(excluding married daughters and family members who are

away). Of the 7"7 members, 3"49 (or 3.5) are children under

15 years of age. Following the method of Brown (1977), which

assumes that adults require twice as much food as children
under 15 years, it implies that an average household in this
area has a resident population of 5"96 (or 6) adult

equival-ents.

Each adult member of the household requires a minimum

of 21400 calories per day, since much energy is neccesary

for the heavy manual work (Brown, 1977) " The minimum daily
requirement for the average household is therefore 14 1304 or

51220r960 calories per annum" It is recognized that a focus

on calories alone overlooks some of the qualitative aspects

of diet and does not necessarily provide a balance of

vitamins, and trace minerals (Bernard, 1977). It is assumed

that the livestock component of the diet provide high

quality proteins, since people in Kit.ui are also dependant

upon raising cattle and goats"
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The potential livestock carrying capacity for various

ecological zones, and the amount of land required by each

household to meet its basic livestock subsistence needs, are

adopt.ed f rom the work of the Kenya's department of soil
survey (Jaetzold and Schmidt, 1983) as indicated in Table

6"1.



TABLE 6"1

Household Basic Livestock Requirement in Hectares

Ecozone

TII

ÏV

V

Ecological zones, âs defined by the Kenya's department

of soil survey (Jaetzold, 1983) , ?rere the basis of

evaluating the environmental potential or Iand capability in

each location using the method outlined in Chapter Four"

This analysis yielded the important information upon which

possible crop combinations and yields, as well as the

Source : Jaetzold , R. and H. Schmidt ( 1 983 z 47 ) "

Household livestock requirement
in hectares (ha)

2"0

4.0

12 "0

proportion of arable Lo non-arable land in
was based.
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Representative food crops for each ecozone grere

assigned after consultation with agronomists in Kenya's

Ministry of Agriculture. with the exception of pigeon peas

(¡¡zuu), which is harvested only once in a year, two crop

harvests per annum are assumed. Potential yields per season

are based on the Ministry's esLimate yield ratio: short to
long rains is 1 to 0,75, The short rains are more reliable
than the long rains; hence, higher yields are usually

each location,



realised because the risk of

estimates in Àppendix C are

smallholder rain-fed arable

technology is assumed. Also,

is further assumed that only

agricultural production 
"

The proportion of calorie intake from crops and animals

for the various ecozones are derived from a special district
assessment report by the Kenya National Secretariat for
Environment and Human Settlements (table 6"2) " In addition,
no account is taken of the periodic drought although it is
recognised that drought reduces subsistence carrying
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crop failure is 1ow" Yield

applied to each ecozone and

farming using tradit ional

inter-cropping is assumed" It
family labour is available for

TABLE 6"2

Percentage of Calorie Intake Derived from Crops and Animals

Ecozone

III

IV

V

capacity to zero in severest years.

Source: Kenya ( 1 981 :1 60 ) "

Per cent of calor
crops

83.3

66.7

50. 0

ie intake from:
I i vestoc k

16 "7

33.3

s0,0



6"1.2 Analvsis and Results

Table 6"3 shows results of the carrying capacity estimates

for different administrative locations of Kitui District,
which were computed from the field survey information" From

this table several observations can be made, First, it is
evident that Kitui district exceeds its carrying capacity by

about 67,405 people at present levels of technology. The

bulk of this surplus population is in Central and Mwingi

Divisions, which exceed their carrying capacities by about

70% and 60% respectively"

Locations with the highest absolute population pressure

are Changwithya, Matinyani , Kisasi , Mulango, Mutonguni ,

Migw'ani and Mwingi. The same l-ocations rank high in

relative termsr âs is indicated by the population pressure

ratios (table 6.3 and Figure 10) 
"

In contrast, the Southern, the Eastern and Kyuso

divisions do not yet face severe population pressure,

although some locations in these areas like Nuu,

Ikanga/Mutomo, Kanziko and Katse have exceeded their
carrying capacities" A1so, within these areas, locations

like Mutito, Mui, Endui, Mivukoni and Tseikuru are on the

verge of experiencing population pressure and have only an

average of three and half years to reach their maximum

carrying capacity.
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Figure 10: Degree of Population Pressure in Kitui District.

Source: Based on Carrying Capacities



ecological zones (zone V)

These Locations are primarily in the least productive

exceptionally low carrying capacities relative to their land

area, In these barren areas,

Iand are required to provide a basic subsistence level for a

family" However, despite their environmental limitations,
these Locations are perceived by local people as being

empty. Dov¡n-slope migration from the higher population

pressure hills of

problem further.

Generally, the high and the medium potential zones

(zones III and IV) in Kitui district are suffering from

severe population pressure (see section 6"2). A Iarge

proportion of the more arid zone (zone V) is stilI
relatively underpopulated and can provide land for an

additional 33% (or 841592 people) of its present population"

However t given the current annual population growth rate of

3.8%, this zone will reach its maximum carrying capacity

around the year 1 998.

and therefore mani fest

approximately 16 hectares of

Kitui Central promises to exacerbate the

148

6"1 "3 Summary of Carrvinq

It is quite apparent from

that many parts of Central

district have now reached

pressure, The district as a

Capacity Ànalvsis

the carrying capacity estimates

and Mwingi divisions of Kitui
a critical leveI of population

whole has indeed surpassed its
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carrying capacity. However, to the south (in Mutha, Voo and

Ikutha), to the easL (in Endau and Zombe) and to Lhe north
(in Ngomeni and Mivukoni) Iie areas that are not yet

experiencing population pressure. It seems likely that as

the population pressure becomes more acute in Central and

Mwingi divisions, movement into these adjacent areas will
increase because of the availability of land.

Population pressure and land shortage will become an

ever increasing problem which must be faced $¡ithout further
delay. Àlready signs of environmental stress caused by

overpopulation are evident throughout the district" Even in

the sparsely settled areas, environmental deterioration
caused as much by mismanagement as by overpopulation, is
becoming a serious threat to the future productivity of the

areas.

While vigorous efforts to rehabilitate the land through

soil and water conservation have been undertaken, and indeed

should be increased, so far they have been insufficient"
Unless the basic problem of population pressure in the

marginal lands is resolved, further efforts will also faiI.
It is hereby hoped that the newly created Ministry of Arid,
Semi-arid and Waste Lands (Weekly Review, May 1989) will
develop immediate ameliorative measures to counteract land

and population problems in these areas,
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In expressing these results it must be reiterated that
the carrl¡ing capacities of these areas are likely to change

with varying technology and farming techniques. Shoutd other

methods of farming be introduced that require land for cash

crops, more livestock, new crop varieties or an augmentation

of other productive rural activities requiring land, a

different set of carrying capacities would be derived" For

instance, production of cash crops whereby a famiJ-y could

earn KES"3r000 (US$ 150) per season, would require more land

and reduce the carrying capacities unless there is a

technological change.

On the other hand, carrying capacities can be increased

by the introduction of higher yielding crops. For instance,

at the present level of technology, sorghum yields about 700

Kg/ha in ecozone IV (appendix C) "

cultivated more widely than maize, which yields only 500

xg/ha, more people could be supported on the same land. In

itself, this isolated change from maize to sorghum could

feed three more adults per hectare each season, or five
adults per hectare per annum. This does not suggest an

isolated unidimensional development strategy, but

demonstrates that carrying capacity is an intimate function

of technology.

The concept. of carrying capacity, with all
refinements suggested, can provide a baseline

development projects in areas presently underpopulated,

I f sorghum were to be

the

for

and
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thus might avoid some of the mistakes of colonial

development strategies" But. until these changes and

improvements are in placer population pressure will pose

severe difficulties in the development of marginal areas

I i ke Ki tui di str ict 
"

Amelioration of some of the present conseguences of

population pressure, such as soil erosion, vegetation

destruction, declining crop yields, outmigration, and land

fragmentation is difficult without a spatial picture of the

magnitude of these elements. A spatial analysis of the

conseguences of population pressure can provide such a

picture and can thereby serve as a basis for setting
priorities in improving these conditions" The following

section is intended to provide this picture for Kitui
district "

6"2 SYMPTOMS OF POPULATTON PRESSURE

This section addresses the third objective and hypothesis of

the study. In particular, the hypothesis that there is no

significant difference beLween the three ecological zones in

terms of population pressure indices, is tested" Results of

two techniques which are used in data analysis are

discussed, that is, (a) Principal Component Analysis (pCe)

and (b) Multivariate Analysis of Variance (ueNove). In

addition, descriptive analysis is used to compare the three

ecological zones on basis of selected population pressure

i ndices "



6"2"1 Principal Component Analvsis

In Chapter Four it is indicated that two of the main

utilities of principal component analysis are (a) to

summarize variat.ion in a multivariate system, and (b) to
reduce t.he number of variables on basis of their correlation
with the first principal component (Morrison, 1967:228)"

The first step in this analysis lras therefore to
summarize data by following the procedures outlined in the

SAS software statistical package. The results of this
analysis are summarized in Table 6"4" From Table 6"4 it is
evident that the first two principal components account for
the total variation in population pressure indices, the

first (pnrHl) accounting for 76% (or 0.761472 proportion)

and the second (pnrxZ) for 23% (or 0"238528 proportion).
Principal components three and four (pnf¡13 and PRIN4) are

included in this table to emphasize that the rest of the
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Eigen value

PRrNl 1 1 .5850

PRIN2 5"4150

PRIN3 0.0000

PRrN4 0.0000

Results of the Principal Component Analysis.

TABLE 6"4

Di f ference

6.17006

5 .41 497

0.00000

0.00000

Proport ion

0 "761472

0 "238528

0.000000

0.000000

Cumulat ive

0 "7 61472

1 .000000

1 " 000000

1 .000000



principal components do not account for any variation.

Also¡ oD basis of the factor loadings generated from

this analysis, all the variables can be classified into
groups depending on the sign (positive or negative) and the

size of the respective factor loadings. However, the main

concern for the analysis was to identify the important

population pressure indices and to determine Lheir variation
within the three ecological zones.

In the next stage of analysis, variables. vrere

correlated with the first principal component. The purpose

of this analysis was to determine the relative importance of

each original variable in the derived component (pnfNl ).
Results of the analysis are presented in Table 6"5

Results of correlation analysis in Table 6"5 indicate
that nine population pressure indices do not have a strong

linear relationship (<0"S) wittr PRINl . These are:

Landlessness (r,ano), Land disputes (r,aor ), Farming/grazing

around svramps ( Swa¡¿) , Cult i vat i on on steep slopes ( Sr,Ope ) ,

immigrat.ion (OurC) and food deficiency diseases: PeIlagra
(eecna), Kwashiokor (nwa) and Rickets (RrcKS). As indicated

earlier, the first principal component (PRIN1) is very

importanÈ because it accounts for 76% of. the total variation
of population pressure indices" Since these nine indices do
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not have strong correlation with PRIN'l , they are overall



less important

pressure in the

However,

correlation analysis are based on aggregate data of

population pressure for the three ecological zones" Thus,

some of the indices classified as overall less imporÈant,

are quite important in some ecozones. For instance, further
analysis indicate that outmigration (OurC) is a very

important indicator of population pressure in ecozone III
where 43% of. respondents indicated that some members of

their households Ì.¡ere away on "permanent Lerms", Also, in

ecological zone V 53% ot respondents indicated that they

are migrants in the zone"

The weak correlation between PRINl and the food

deficiency diseases (kwashiokorr pellagra and rickets)
should be int.erpreted with care" Incidence of these

diseases may be higher than the survey data indicates. The

Akamba are normally shy about matters related to diseases

and may have been reluctant to report that their kin are

sick"

1n surnmary, results of the pr inc ipal component analysi s

demonstrate that population pressure in the three ecological
zones is indicated mainly by land subdivision (raSu), Iand

f ragmentation (r,ann), declined fallowing (rar.O), cultivation
along river channels (RrvER) and roadsides (ROao), soil

1n measurrng

study area.

i t should be noted t.hat the results of

t.he degree of

154

populat i on
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erosion (sorr,),

insufficiency (nOOn), and inaccessibility to social-

amenities (¡cc¡)" This analysis, however does not indicate

whether the three ecozones are significantly different in

Lerms of these indices. The next section will address this
i ssue "

decline in

6"2.2 Multivariate Ànalvsis of Variance

In Chapter Four it is indicated that in Multivariate
Analysis of variance (ueHOve), the wilks' lambda criterion
(r) is used to determine a F value which can be used to test
the hypothesis that there is or there is no significant
difference between a given number of regions on basis of

observed variation. That is, the F which is computed using

the Wilks' lambda may be used, for instance, to test the

null hypothesis Ho: ur =u2 = - =uk in a situation where

there are k regions, P variables and N observations whose

means are ur uk; or to test whether at least one of

the u's is not equal to the rest"

156

crop yields (oecr,), food

In this research, MÀNOVA is used in testing the null
hypothesis that there is no significant difference between

the three ecozones on the basis of the nine population

pressure indices determined by the principal component

analysis in Section 6.2.1. In this case, N=345 (345

respondents), k=3 (3 ecozones), and p=9 (g population

pressure indicators). By use of the SAS software system for
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data analysis, wilks' lambda is determined (L=0.2872)" Fr is
computed using the f ormula ! F r =8/3 ( 1-r, Vø) /L1/'a' (tqardia et

al,1982:335). Therefore F1 =2,30" From the F distribution
tab1e, the critical value F2 =1 "57 at 0,05 significance

level and (18 668) degrees of freedom (eppendix D).

Since the computed F1 is greater than the critical Fz

the nuII hypothesis is rejected and the alternative adopted.

Therefore¡ wê conclude that there is a significant
difference between the three ecological zones on the basis

of the nine population pressure indices derived by principal

component analysis"

However, the results of MANOVA do not indicate which

ecological zone is different from the others or which zones

are similar. This information is important for this research

because it provides a picture of variation of populaLion

pressure across the land potential in the study area.

Section 6"2"4 addresses this issue.

discusses the perception of population pressure in

district"

6"2.3 Perception of Population

Table 6 "6 presents synopsis of

perception of population pressure in Kitui
the results, it. appears that desire for
fairly strong in all ecological zones.

The next section

Pressure

Ki tui

the respondents'

district " From

many children is
About 40% of the
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respondents in the three moisture zones desire more than six
children and only a minority, varying from 6% in ecozone III
to 3% in ecozone IV, desire one to two children" In

aggregate, more than 50% of the respondents indicated that
they desire three to six children"

Regarding opinion about the number of people in their
villages, a majority of the respondents said that the

numbers are "aright" " This feeling is strongest in ecozone

V and weakest in zone III, where 67% and 48% of respondents

answered "YES" when asked whether they felt t.hat numbers of

people in their villages -are "aright". Only about 8% of

respondents from zone V fe1t that there are "too many"

people in their villages (table 6.6).

As to v¡hat should be done about the rural surplus, the

respondents had mixed feelings" But "out migration" and

"family planning" seemed to be a popular option among the

respondents as a possible solution to population pressure in

their area.

From this brief discussion, it appears that majority of

the respondents do not realise that there is a problem of

population pressure in Kitui district. They do not

associate soil erosion, land subdivision, land

fragmentation, and the physical destruction of resources

with population pressure" More than half of the respondents

desire large families" Should this desire be realised,
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populaÈion pressure will ïrorsen and inevitably put further

strain on the land and other available resources, Unless the

local people are educated about the danger of high

population growth, population pressure wiIl continue to be a

major barrier to rural development in Kitui dist.rict and

similar areas of Kenya.

6"2"4 Summarv of Population Pressure Svmptoms

The above discussion provides highlights of the consequences

of population pressure in Kitui district. The principal

component. analysis provides the significant indices of

population pressure in the district. The Multivariate
analysis demonstrates that the three ecozones are

significantly different in terms of population pressure

indices but does not indicate how the pressure varies

between the ecozones. This section presents an overview of

this variation by comparing intervievrees' responses on

individual symptoms by moisture zone.

Table 6"7 presents a summary of the respondents' views

and observat,ions aboul the various symptoms of population

pressure by moisture zone. The moisture zones are ranked on

the basis of the averages of the respondents' views about

the symptoms. the ranking provides a composite view of the

severity of population pressure between the ecozones" The

zone suffering most is ranked first and the one suffering

least, last.
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Results in Table 6"7 indicate that population pressure

is most severe in ecological zone III followed by zone IV.

These zones, âs is pointed out earlier, are of relatively
high and medium agricultural poLential" They also carry the

highest population densities in the district (see Chapter

Four)" However, it should be noted that the Lerms "high
potential" and "medium potential" are only relative and

should therefore be used with care. In fact, these zones are

scarcely humid in terms of climatic classification. Rain-fed

agriculture within the two zones is quite feasible but crop

failure has been recurrent in the past as a result of

erratic rainfall patterns.

It is also significant to note that zones III and IV

not only rank high in land fragmentation and subdivision,
but also in soil erosion and food insufficiency" Due to land

scarcity in these zones, the loca1 people must encroach all
parts of their land in order to produce food.

fallowing within these zones has declined considerably"

This means that the indigenous farming systems are changing"

Inevitably¡ âs population pressure compounds, land becomes

scarce and fallowing declines. People move further afield
down the ecological gradient to the more marginal areas in

search of land to graze and cultivate.

It is also evident that only a small proportion of

respondents in each of these zones directly associates

resource deteriorat.ion and food shortages vrith population

Land
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pressure. Only about 32% and 24% of.

III and IV, respectively, who gave

of peopJ-e in their area in relation
there are "too many" people already.

Perhaps question 65 (Appendix À), which sought the

respondents' opinions about the number of people in relation
to the amount of land, $¡as not asked clearly enough to evoke

accurate local perception of the issue. It may also be noted

that the matter of population numbers is a sensitive one

among the Àkambar ês among other tribes of Africa, The

Àkamba have a taboo against counting their kin (Mbiti,

1972:98). They would not openly admit that there are "too

many" of their own kin"

Many African societies believe that daily life and

family relationship and activities are tied to dead

ancestors" Procreation is the surest sray of keeping the

ancestors' spirits alive by maintaining continuity of their
blood relations (ubiti , 1970:26) . rt is believed that a

curse would befall the people if they said that there are

"too many" of their kin in the villages.
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the respondents in zones

opinion about the number

to resources, said that

Although Lhe respondents in zones III and IV did not

directly admiL the existence of population pressure,

inferences about the subject can be made from their
responses to the relat.ed questions " About 80% of the

respondents noted t.hat their f arms are nor{ smaller, and that
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crop producLion on their farms has declined within the last
S:..^ ¡ ml^^-. ^l^^ ^^:l !L-À 1-^l C------r-r.!^- ^-lllvc JEérÐo lrlcJ crJ-Þv Þd¿L¡ L¡ldL J.cÍ¡l(l l-J.d.g¡llÈ3¡lL€l L-LLr¡l d¡t(-¡

subdivision, soil erosion and use of marginal parts of t.heir

land have novr increased. These responses can be taken as

suggesting increased population pressure which has Ied to
greater demands of land and deterioration of resources in

these areas.

Ecological zone V offers land with the lowest

agricultural potential on the basis of the existing
technology. It also carries the lowest population density in

the district" The zone shows the fewest signs of ecological

deterioration and socio-economic stress. It exhibits only

modest land subdivision and fragmentation. More people than

in zones III and IV, practise fallowing. This zone holds the

greatest potential for absorbing additional population even

at the existing farming technology,

But it appears that if migrants move into this fragile
zone and continue with the current land use practises, their
unsuccessful adjustments to population pressure will have

disastrous human and environmental consequences as the land

is cleared, crops fail and economic dislocations set in. In

other words, it appears that the process of outmigration

from zones III and IV into zone V will merely redistribute
the population pressure in Kitui district rather than

ameliorate it.
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5"3 CARRYING CAPACITY AND POPULATTON PRESSURE SYMPTOMS

The purpose of this section is to discuss population

pressure in Kitui districL as it is revealed by both the

carrying capacity estimates and the analysis of population

pressure symptoms. UItimately, the magnitude of the spatial
variation of population pressure wiII crystallise"

One of the most conspicuous outcomes of the analysis is
that the low potential parts of the district are not

suffer ing from population pressure, This dimension is
clearly brought out by both the carrying capacity estimates

and the analysis of populat ion pressure symptoms "

Computation of carrying capacities demonstrate that 100% of

the rural surplus population is in Central and Mwingi

divisions (tabte 6.3).

covered by ecological zones III and IV, which have been

shown to suffer from the most severe pressure on the basis

of population pressure symptoms.

On the other hand, many part.s of Eastern, Kyuso, and

Southern divisions have not yet reached their carrying
capacities. All the three divisions are basically in

ecological zone V which also ranks lowest in terms of

intensity of population pressure symptoms. This means that
carrying capacity estimates ta1ly with the results of the

population pressure symptoms.

These two divisions are mainly
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In summary it may be stated that both the results of

carrying capacity and population pressure symptoms

demonstrate that a large part of Kitui district is suffering
from population pressure. In particular, zones III and IV

where most people live, are suffering from the worst effects
of population pressure. Environmental deterioration and food

insufficiency have become characteristic each year"

Population spill-over from the arable to the less

arable ecosystems within the district has been noted. UntiI
the less arable parts of the district (and similar areas in

Kenya) are well managed, resource destruction and population

prqssure will inevitably vrorsen "

should be the main challenge of the

Àrid, Semi-arid and Waste Lands"

To meet this challenge, the Ministry and other relevant

government departments need to take resource conservation

and farm management more seriously than appears to be the

case at present. The agricultural and ecological management

of the arid and semi-arid lands is a much more difficult
task than that of managing the arable lands. It requires

compeLent and highly dedicated personnel in the government

to support the enLrepreneurial spirit of the farmers who

will move into these areas. The Kenya government should

therefore focus attention on the training of such manpoìder

if that objective is to be attained.

This management task

Kenya's Ministry of



This Chapter will summarise the findings of the study and

suggest their policy implications as weIl as directions for

further research. The prime objectives of this study have

been, (a ) to investigate the roots and evolution of

population pressure in Kitui district, (b) to compute

carrying capacities for different administrative units of

Kitui district, (c) to investigate the impact of population

pressure on the environment and on human conditions, and to
(d) explain the factors responsible for the high population

growth in the study area. The general hypothesis is that
population pressure in Kitui district cannot be explained by

a single factor but by an array of attributes. Four specific
hypotheses $¡ere formulated and tested.

Chapter VI I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

study. Primary data concerning household characteristics
Different sets of data have been utilised for the

(heads and other members),

household heads' views on symptoms of population pressure

were elicited through a questionnaire survey.

data on ecological potential, the history of population

pressure, Kenyaus population policy, and general background

information on the study area have been collected from

differenL sources.
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household economies, and

Secondary
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Carrying capacity modelling has been applied to

estimate degrees of population pressure in the district.
Principal. Component Analysis (pC¡) was used to summarise

data and to determine the significant population pressure

indices (symptoms). Multivariate Analysis of Variance

(l¡eHOva) tested the nuI1 hypothesis which states that there

is no significant difference between the three ecological

zones on basis of selected population pressure indices.

Descriptive statistics compared the three ecozones on basis

of respondents' views and their observations on selected

population pressure indices.

7 "1 THE MÀIN RESEARCH FINDINGS

The study demonstrates that population pressure is not a

recent phenomenon in Kitui district. It is a result of a

complex history of political, economic, and social changes

which have engulfed Kenya over the past one hundred or so

years" Directly or indirectly these changes have disturbed

the stability of the ecosystems in the face of increasing

human numbers and diminishing resources.

Changes associated with British colonial ruIe,
including territorial constriction through the creation of

African native reserves, the repeated imposition of

quarantines, the introduction of the Hut and Poll tax, and

the creation of wildlife conservation areas have all led to

a reduction in land and contributed to a breakdown of the
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indigenous economic and social order, After Kenya attained

independence in 1963 , go./ernment pol icy on land

adjudicaLion, t.he establishment of commercial ranches, the

creation of forest reserves and Trustlands, as well as the

maintenance of the game reserves inherited from colonial
authorities together, escalaLed the problem.

High population growth has been by no means a minor

factor in increasing hunger for land and environmental

destruction" The desire among the majority of people for
many children continues to frustrate government's concerted

efforts to limit births" This desire for many children

emanates from a complex cultural background and the economic

setting of the local people. Kenya's population policy also

has many flaws and weaknesses and has thus been unable to

influence the entrenched custom favouring many children.

Unless female emancipation is promoted, it will be difficult
for Kenya to achieve demographic transition.

If progress towards reduced births is to be realised,

the population policy may have to develop a reward and

penalty system, such as those introduced by some of the more

successful programmes in China and Southeast Asia. As

indicated earlier, in the one-chi1d population policy of

China, f or inst,ance, the f irst child has access to f ree

schooling and medicare. But parents who produce a second

child have to pay heavily for their children to gain access

to these services (tien, 1984:393).
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The results of the carrying capac ity analysis

demonstrates that many parts of Kitui have now reached a

critical leveI of population pressure.

district exceeds its carrying capacity by more than 60'000

people. The worst affected areas are Kitui Central and

Mwingi divisions where locations like Changwithya,

Matinyani, Kisasi, Mu1ango, and Mutonguni exceed their

carrying capacities by more than 100 per cent. However, in

the south and east, there exists some land with room for

more people. These results are based on the presupposition

t.hat the existing levels of technology will be maintained

for the next couple of decades.

The results of the analysis of symptoms of population

pressure provide a spatial picture of the problems across

ecological zones within the district. On the basis of

respondents' views and observations regarding population

pressure indicators, ecological zone III appears to be the

most seriously affected, followed by ecological zone IV. The

two ecological zones extent rnainly across Central and Mwingi

divisions" Both zones rank high in land fragmentation and

subdivision, soil erosion, food insufficiency, and reduced

Overall, the

Iand fallowing.
lands is reported by the majority of respondents in these

two ecozones. Às has been already indicated, due to the

vagaries of weather and high demand for land, local people

are forced by circumstances to utilize all parts of their

In addition, increased use of marginal



individual land parcels in

subs i stence .

Many areas in ecological zone V in Southern and Eastern

divisions are not currently suffering from population

pressure. These areas wiIl be able to absorb more people for
at least the next decade" But the ability of the areas to

support more people will depend largely on levels of

technology adopted" Should increased cultivation under

existing technology

redistribution from high potential zones wiIl not alleviate
the problem" Unless improved methods of farming are

undertaken, population pressure in these fragile ecosystems

wilL threaten to further pauperize any people likeIy to move

into these areas,

In summary, this study has demonstrated t.hat population

pressure in Kitui district dates back to the advent of

Sritish colonial rule in Kenya in the late 19th century"

Many events in both the colonial era and following Kenya's

independence have been identified as major causes of

population pressure in the area. The results of the

Principal Component Ànalysis indicate that only nine of the

eighteen indices of population pressure derived initially
from literature review for the f ield investigat.ion are of

significance in the study area.

order to
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produce adequate

take place, then population
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Results from the Multivariate Analysis of Variance,

from the carrying capacity analysis, and from the

descriptive statistics, suggest that there are disparities

in population pressure between different administrative

units and ecological divisions in Kitui district" Hence, the

second and the third hypotheses of the study, which proposed

that there are no significanL differences between the

administrative units and ecozones in terms of population

pressure, must be rejected. In addition, this study has made

a significant finding, namely, that population pressure is

most severe in the more arable lands of the study area,

contrary to the general literature which suggests that.

population pressure is most 'intense in more frajite

ecosystems where overall population densities are 1ower.

7 "2 POLICY IMPLICÀTIONS

This study has demonstrated that population pressure is an

import.ant f actor inf luenc ing t.he nature, the pace, and the

directíon of future rural development in Kitui district.
Lack of access to basic social amenities is a factor

exacerbating population pressure" The majority of people

still live more than ten kilometers from basic amenities;

often access to utilities is totally lacking. For instance,

at the time of the field survey, only three per cent of

population had access to piped water from the gravity-fed

waLer supply system from Yatta furrow to Kitui town (Kenya,

1988).
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Often the pipes transmitting water along Lhis system

are broken, causing a loss of millions of litres of water"

This water system is essential for rural development in

Kitui dist.rict. CompleLe overhaul of the system, including

the replacement of existing 1ow-quality pipes with better-
quality ones, is required.

initiated elsewhere in the district to ensure that water

reaches more people. Unless water supply can be guaranteed,

crop failure and food shortage wilI be ever chronic problems

in the area. It will also be difficult to stop the

utilization of ma.rginal lands as people will continue

farming along steep slopes of river valleys in their
desperate efforts to capture reLreating moisture"

erosion and general environmental deterioration will
inevitably escalate and

reverse,

Similar projects should be

Besides the lack of water, the present road network is

also very poor in Kitui district" There are only two graded

roads connecting Kitui and Mwingi towns to Nairobi. All
remaining roads are of murram and the majority become

impassable during the rainy season" In such circumstances,

people find it difficult to market their agricultural
produce. without an improved road network, there is Iittle
incentive for farmers to produce surplus. It is afso

difficult to modernize cropping systems and animal husbandry

in the absence of a reliable transport network" Advice on

wiIl become more difficult to

Soil
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better farming techniques and improved veterinary services

has difficulty in reaching areas r,¡here it is most needed.

Many scholars predict a series of crises for regions in

which population and resources have become imbalanced

(Osborn, 1 958 and 1 963; Vogt, 1 960; Meadoh's et aI, 1971) 
"

For example, Commoner (1971l"201) stated that:
we are in a grave danger of a dual worldwide
catastrophe which threatens to destroy the
stability of the ecosystems on which we depend for
food,
temperatures, while a rapidly grovring population
places increasing demands on the earth's dwindling
and degraded resources "

Such doomsday predictions may be inappropriate philosophies

for geographers seeking solutions, Maddox (1972) argued that

doomsday predictions are a defeatist and over-reactionary

statements in any context. However, his contentions seem

oxygen,

unjusti f iably optimi stic,
developing countries has never before been subjected to such

stress, and never before have the lives of millions of

citizens been so impoverished. The issues raised in this
research require immediate attention, For instance, there is
need for population redistribution, environmental education,

and more dedicated population control programmes which

address the issue of culture vis-a-vis fertility. Otherwise

t.he damage Lo human conditions and to the environment

created by population pressure may be difficult to repair"

pure water and suitable

for it is cer.tain that land in



7 "3 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The câ rrvi no eanae i tv est imates sucrcrest that the methodoloqv

can be refined to yield higher levels of confidence for

Kitui district and other areas"

encompassing varying levels of technology, income, improved

crops and animals, and better land use strategies can

provide an improved data base for planning this region"

Further research in multiple modelling to assess the

potential carrying capacities with improved technology is

therefore required. For instance, it is important to

investigate the implications upon carrying capacity of

changing the livestock management system in ecozone III to

stall feeding of cross-bred animals with cultivated
hectarage of bana or nepier grass, It is also necessary to

find out how this change from grazing to stall-feeding would

reduce soil erosion and improve conservation of water

sources, These are fruitfui- avenues for further research.

Ester Boserup ( 1 965) , among others, believes that

increased populat ion densities leads to spontaneous

agricultural change and t.he intensification of production.

This notion is quite important for Kitui district, because

it would be essential to know whether specific levels of

MuItipIe modelling,
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populat ion

intensification in the agricultural systems or are causing

family size timitation. Such knowledge would be valuable in

conceiving development strategies v¡hich would encourage

specific leveIs of population pressure for this area.

pressure are stimulating spontaneous
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This study has shown that ecozones III and IV are most

aifected by popuJ-ation pressure" This is because of

diminishing resource availabilit.y in the face of growing

population" Life has become particularly difficult during

the dry season, and future research should be directed at a

deLailed inquiry into farmers' coping strategies for
survival during the dry seasons" Such research is necessary

to better gauge the coping mechanisms used by local people

in the face of diminishing resources and worsening droughts"

Another area requiring further research is Akamba views

about populâtion pressure. Although the study has shown

clearly that Kitui district is suffering from population

pressure, when asked directly about this issue, respondents

do not openly accept that there is population pressure in

their area. Às vras indicated in Chapter Six, this reaction

may be explained by Akamba taboos against counting people.

Thus, surrogate evidence used by this study to determine

Ievels of population pressure $¡as drawn from respondents'

views on changing size of land holdings and general resource

deter iorat i on ,

estimates, and data from the historical records. It is

therefore suggested that an intense field research schedule

involving participant observation would provide better

insight.s into Àkamba perceptions

Unlike survey research methods, which take prepared

questionnaires to the fietd, such participant observation

the calculation of carrying capacity

of population pressure,
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would have the advantage of requiring long-term residence in

an area enabl ing researchers to understand peoples'

traditions, thought patterns, and their general attitude
levels. Such knowledge can provide a pointer for handling

questions which may be culturally sensitive.

Further r the impact of the various government

development policies in Kitui district such as wildlife
conservation, land tenure reforms, and the creation of

ranching schemes need to be investigated in detail" Thé

study has shown that these programmes have exacerbated

rather than ameliorated population pressure in Kitui
district" Greater insights can be gained from an inquiry
i nto individual polic ies in the context of Iocal
environmental perceptions and resource base"

In summary, this study has clearly demonstrated that
population pressure is a serious problem affecting rural
development especially in Kenya's arid and semi-arid areas

and should therefore be addressed without further delay"

Research is required to determine the kinds of crops and

Iivestock which are more suitable for these areas. To meet

this challenge the Kenya Government must treat science and

technology more seriously than appears to be the case aL

present.

ecological management of the arid and semi-arid areas is a

much more difficult task than that of managing arable lands.

Competent and highly dedicated people are required to

As indicaLed ealier, the agricultural and



support the farmers who are,

i nto l-hcqc f raoi I e eeosvstems

therefore focus attention to

as well
- The"

training

as those likely
'{anr¡a G¿rr;ernmeni

such experts,
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to move

should
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RECORDI¡{G SCHEDULE

syøptoms of Populatlon pressure ln Kltul Dlstrlct. Kenya.

Na-we of Intervlewer

Date of Intervfew

Household Nuøber

Vl llage Ì{aøe

Sub-locatlon

Locatlon

APPENDIX A

Dlvlslon

Ecologlcal Zone

A.

x..

HOUSB¡TOTD CHARACTER ISTICS

HouEehold head (enuøerate)

Nase

Sex

Age

Occupatlon

Tnlbe

Level of Educatlon

2.

(hlehest

Nuøber of wlves

3. Nuøber of chlldren aged 0-15

4"

class attalned)

6.

Nuøber of adulte other

Nuøber of, adults other

8. Nuøber of persons who are eøployed for Þ,ages

7. Nuæber of persons who are uneeàployed

than wlvee aged 1S-Sg

than wlves aged above 85

- 199 -



8. FIow øany øeøbers of thle

daughters

9. If any øembers ape a*ray,
narrled daughters:

t{usber

x.
2.

Age Sex

3.
4.
6.

houeehold are aeray, excludlng øarnled

Relatlonehlp
to Houeehold

Head

E.
v.
8.

enu@erate them as follows, excludlng

Hlghest
Level of
Bducatlon Destinatlon

E.

10. How øuch tand do yoll
(Betlaate the acneage

a) @ned by you (ha)

200

b) Coøøunally owned (ha)

c) Hlred by yor¡ (ha)

Terms of
absence
Permanent,/
Tegporarv

nl. ffow øuch of thle tand le for?

d) other (epecXfy) (ha)

heve acceee
Ln each of

a) Paatorat uee (ha)

1.2. How øeny 1and plecoe/f,ragøenta do you have

Reaeon for
Befng away

b) Cuttfvarton (he)

to f,or your uae at sny glven tføe?
the fonlowlng: categprlee).



13. Please state approxleate(ttck off).

a) 0-3 kø

b) 4-7 km

c) 8-11 km

74.

d) Hore than 12 km

Por the land you
(yes, no)

15.

dlstance betvseen

If you do not have a land tltle
of the land ownderohlp?

e) Not surveyed

b) Recently eurveyed.

o&rn. do you have a title deed for It?

c) In dfspute

the two furthest plecee.

d) squattt

1,8. Compared to ffve yeere agr',

@) others (speclfy)

17. If the farp fe søaller. what

deed to the fars. what le the etatus

a) Subdlvlefon aeong aons

201

b) Ileterforatod productlon

c) SoXd a pert of land

d) Hore anleale

18.

e) Othere (epectfy)

If eubdlvjded aæong sons. how øany eubdjvjsfonsle thelr averege øIze?

Nuøber

ls your IEnd now søaller (yes, no!

le the reaeon? (ttck off).

Slze (ha)

are there and what



19. How puch
the next

ha

20.

ROre
flve

Doee the land you use for curtrvatfon produce enough crop* fon foodend cash?

(yes. no)

land srlll you need to subdlvfde among other eons ln
years?

21. Ie the ralnfall
year?

(yes. no)

22. If there are tlpes of ralnfall
your weter roqulreaents?

ln thfs area eufflcfent for crop cultlvatlon each

s) By Lrrigntlon

b) Abendon cultlvatlon for paetorallom

23" Coøpared to flve yeara ago, haa crop productlon on your farø:

a) Decllned

c) Othere (speclfy)

b) Reøafned the saee

24.

c) Iøprove

lnsufflclency. hors do you eupple@ent

: 202

Cowpared to 6

a) More land

b) Lese land

25.

c) No tand

years ago do you falloeo"?

If you stlll fallosø land. for

a) k - 1. year

b)lk-2years

c) 24-S yearg

d) More than 3 years

how long do you falloçø tt?



26. If you don't fallow or you

a) Shortage of land

b) Inereasecì use of fertillzere

27 ' Besrdes subslstence productron, what othen rand uses do youpractlse?

c) Others (specify)

a) poultry keeplng--

b) LtveetoCk keeplng

-

fallow less land. what

c) Reat eetate development

24"

d) Othere (epectf,y)

For how long have you

28. Are you a ølgrant to thle place? (yeø, no)

30" &lhere wera you lfvfng before?

Df,etrict

c r\')LVJ

are tho neagone?

31. What attracted you @ost

Locatlon

llved on thle f,arø? (yearo)

e) Avallabtllty of land

b! Beployøent

c! Soclet aøenltlee (schoole" boepftele, etc. )

32"

d) Othene (Epectfy)

Þlhet reaeone øade you leeve your

a) f,andteeaneas

tliv'lelon

to thfe area?

Sub-locatlon

b! &ack of, eøploypent

c) Ovencrowdfng on land

d) Others (spectfy)

forøer place of, reeldence?



33. Have you been rnvorved in any land dtspute tn the rast s years?

a) Yes

34. Has the frequency of rand dlsputee rn this area in the rast 5 years?

a) Increased

b) t{o

b) Reøalned the saee

c) Decllned

d) Non-exletent

c.

35. Pl.eeee etate whether you
followlng:

a! Âlong rl,ser channele

b) Around swaeps

c) Along roadaldee

d) On ateep alopes

Eae eoll eroelon on38.
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regularlsr cultlvate /gtaze on eech of the

a) Increaeed

b) DecLfned

37.

c) Reøel,ned the eaøe

If soll eroal,on on your land hae
take to prevent lt (tfck offl?
a) Gablone

your land ln the last S yeare:

b) Temacf

c) Re-afforestatl

38.

d) others (epeclfy)

Over the laet S years

(yee. no)

fncreaeed, what Beasures do yot¡

have you cleared any bush?



39. If the ans&rer to 38

(ha)

40. Is the general tnndencv

a) Severe

b) Hoderately severe

c ) Lo¡s

ls yes. how øuch land have you eleared?

d) Non-exlstent

D. POOD SUFFICIENCY ASD HAL¡üUTRITION

41.

to clear bush ln this area?

[Iow øany dayø a week do øeøbere of

a) Mornlnø @€al

b) Mld-day ereeL

42.

c) Bvenlng @ea¡

What ølnlwuø nusber of tløee a week.
houeehold conau&e the f,ollowing f,oode
approprlate nusber).

a) Htlk o

b) UæLl o

c) Rlce 0

d) Bread O

e) Green Vegetablee O

f) Beane O

e) Flsh o

h) Heat/poultry O

I ) Fruits O

your houeehoXd Eet?
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doee any eteeber of your
at any peal? (Clrcle

L

1

I

I

x

L

x.

f.

x

2

é

2,

,

2

e

2

2

2

3

g

g

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

&

&

&

4

4

4

4

4

5

s

s

s

o

5

5

õ

5

I

6

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

7

7

T

7

7

7

7

7

I



43. Was food ralsed on your farø
øeøbers of your household?

a) Totally sufflclent

b) Just suffictent

c) Barely sufficlent

d) Insufficlent

44.

e) Very lnsufflclent

If food was sufflclent last year dld you eell
(yes, no)

45.

last year for feedlng all resldent

If you sold soøe of the food, why dtd

a) Needed cash

48.

b) there wae eurpluo

If food esas lnsuf,flcfent
food.

a) Furchased

b) Faølne rellof

c) Bxchange (barter)

47.

d) Others (spectfy)

Eae any peøben of your houeebold euffered
dlseaeee ln the laet flve yearo?

206

laot year, etate the so¡¡rcee of addftfonal

you aell lt?

a) Pellagr

eoøe of lt?

b) Kwashlokor

c) Rickets

B"

48.

ACCESSIBILITY

Eow le your vfllege served,

a) Very well served

b) Well served

c) Barley r¿ell served

d) Poorly served

e) Very poorly served

f,row the folnowing

lr¡ terøe of a good roed network?



49. If your vlllage le very poorly eerved wlthtransport your farø produce to the market?

a) ny hu.san portage

b) Handcarts

c) "Hatatu"

50.

d) Others (spectfy)

How easlly accesslble are

a) Very oaslly

b) Hoderatlev eaefly

c) .lust easlly

d) Poorly.

sI,.

e) Very poorly.

road network. how do you

lf, yore &r@ not eaelly accesslbtre

eÞ Fhysfeatr dfetance

you to the sarket?

b) Transport cost too hrgh-
c) Otherså (spectfy)

207

to the parket. what, are tbó Feaeone?



52. How far tn kø ie your present reeldence froø
a) Dlspensary

b)

c)

Rural health centre

Government hospltal

d) Paølly plannlng cllnlc
e) Prlmary school

f) Secondary school

g) Harket

h) Chtefs ca@p

l) Water aource (e.g. rÍver)

J) fap water/bore hole

208

each of the followlng:

k) Seaeoneå road

f ) Æ1 westher
. l|

F. IHCOÞIB

53. Estløate your groga

Iteø

Food crope

Caeh cropø

tlveetock

Buslneee

lncoøe for Leet year

Frfce Fer Unlt

54. Wae any off-f,arm incoøe
household? (yee, no)

Othere (epectf,y)

ln each category.

Ínc_oøie (Aeh" )

earned }aet yean by any meøber of your



2C9

55' rf off-farn lncoøe &Ias earned last year, what was the source and howmuch was lt?

a) Urban wage employaent (Ksh) _

b) Rural wage employment (Ksh)

c) Own business (Ksh)

d) others (spectfy) (Ksh)

58. How

a)

Total = lKs

often le off-farø lncoee eanned ln your household?

Imegularly

b) Monthty

c) Rarely

67. Who earna off-farø lncoøe

a) MaIe head of houeehol

b) .Wlfe/wlvee

d) Never

58. What wao your toteÌ expendlture laet

ry
Food

Seeds

c) Groç¿n-up chtldren

f,or tble. houaehold?

Ploughing/weedlng

Farø lnpute (fertllfzerø, etc.)

Farø labour

Fuel (parafffn,

Clothlng

Educatlon

lransport

year on the f,ollowlng fteøe?

Approxfeate Coet

Health (medl clnes,/drugs

charcoal, etc. )

& health care)



59. Has

a)

your farø lncome ln the

Decllned

b) Remalned the same

c)

G,

80.

Improved

POPULATION PRESSURB PERCEPTION

What is your deslred paxløuø nuøber of chlldren?

a) None at atl

last ftve years:

b) 1.-a

c) 3-4

d) 6-S

e) 7-8

81.

f) More than I

What ln your opÍnton fe the deefred øaxføuø
øost people ln your vXllage?

a) None at all

b) 1.-2

210

c) 3-4

d) 5-e

e) 7-8

82"

f) More than B

If aoet people In your
elze faølllee. whet do

a) tand acarclty

b) Food Lnadequacv

c) Hleh educatlon costs

nueber of chlldren for

d) Others (spectfy)

vlllage deelre eøaller
you thfnk ls thelr waln

than the tradltlonal
reason?



63. If most people in your village deslre
thlnk is thelr main reason?

a) Fear that some may dle

b) There ls plenty of food and land

c) so that some chrrdren ssirr take care of thetr ord parents

64.

d) Others (speclfy)

What s{ould be your advice to any couple
number of chlldren they should have?

a) No chlldren at all

b) 1-2 chlldren

c) 3-4 chlldren

large famities what do you

d) 5-B chlldren

e) 7-8 chlldren

85. What ls your oplnlon about the nuøber
coøparlson to the aeount of land?

a) Too fe¡q

f) More than I chlldren

b) Atrtcht

ln your vlllage about the

c) Too eany

211

86.

d) Others (spectfy)

If you feel that there are too
you thlnk should be done?

a) Resettlement by governøent

b) Mtgrate to other areas

c) Hove to town to look for Job

of people ln thts vlllage ln

d) Use famlly plannlng

e) others (speclfy)

e¡any people ln this. vlllage, what do
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Potential crop Yields by Ecological Zones using Trad¡tional rechnology.

Crops

APPENDIX C

Maize
Cow Peas
Beans
Grams

Potential Yields
(Ks/Ha.)

Sorghum
Millet
Pigeon Peas
Grams
Lab Lab (Mbumbu)
Maize

Calories/Kg.

1000
400
400
350

ECOZONE III

3200
3200
3200
3200

ECOZONE IV

3200
3200
3200
3200
3500
3200

ECOZONE V

3200
3200
3200

213

Sorghum
Millet
Grams

Millions of
Calories/Ha.

700
330
300
300
310
500

Source: Minisfry of Agriculture (1977:161).
Nairobi: Government Printer.

3.2
1 .28
1.28
1 .12

350
200
200

2.24
1.06
0.9 6
0.96
1.09

1.6

Marginal Lands Pre-lnvestment Studv.

1 .12
0 .64
0.64



0.90
0.95
0.97J 1

0.99

0.90
0.95
0.975 2
0.99

o.90
0.95
0.975 3
0.99

0.90
o.95
o.ns 4
o.99

0.90
0.95
0.975 5
o.99

o.90
o.95
o.ns 6
o.99

o.9{}
. o.95

o.nt 7
o.99

0.90
0.95
o.ts a
o.99

o.q,
o.95
o.yr9 9
o.99

0.90
0.95
o.rr5 to
o.99

0.q)
o.9J
0.975 t2
0.99

0.90
o.95
0.915 ¡5
o.99

o.90
0.95
0.975 20
0.99

0.90
0.95
0.975 30
0.99

0.90
0.95
0.975 60
0.99

0.90
0.95
0.975 120
0.99

0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99

Upper percentage points of the R,.h distributiont

APPENDIX D.
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l9.o r9.2 r9.2 19.3 r9.3 19.4 t9.4
39.0 39.2 79.2 39.3 39.3 39.4 39.4
99.O 99.2 99-2 99.r 99.3 99.4 99.4

5-54 5-46
to.t 9.5J
17.¡l ló.0
34.1 30.E

4.54 4-12 4.t9 4.tt 4.05 4.0t 3.98
7.7t 6.91 ó.59 ó_39 6.26 ó.ró 6.09

t2.2 10.6 9.98 9.60 9.3ó 9.20 9.gl
21.2 t8.O ló.7 ló.0 t5.5 15.2 t5.0

5.39 5.34 5.3r 5.U 5.27 5.25
9.2a 9.12 9.Ol 8.9.1 8.89 8.t5

15.4 l5.l l¿1.9 14.7 14.6 l.¿.s
29.5 28.7 28.2 27.9 27.7 27.5

4.0ó 3.7A !62
ó.ó¡ 5.79 5.41

to.o 8.4t 7.76
16.3 t3.3 t2.l

3.78 !-16 3.29 3.18 3.il 3.OJ
5.99 5.14 4.7ó 4.St 4.39 . 42A
8.8t 7.26 ó.qt ó.23 5.99 5.82

tt.1 lo.9 9.78 9.15 8.75 8.47

3.59 t.26
5.59 4.74
8.O7 6.54

12.2 9.55

3.52 t.15
5.19 5.û5
7.39 7.15
n.4 ll.o

3.¡ló 3.lr 2.Ì2 2.81 2.73
5'32 4.4 4.t 3.8/0 3.69
7.57 6.0ó 5.4t 5.05 4r2

tr3 8.65 7-59 7.Ot 6.ó3

3.3ó 3.Ol 2.8r 
'.69 

¿61
s.¡2 4.ú 3.8ó 3.ó3 3.48
7.21 5.71 5.(}8 4.72 4.¡|8

lo,ó 8.V2 6.99 6.12 6.06

9.3E 9.39
t9.4 19.4
39..1 39.¡l
99.4 99.1
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2.67 2.62 2.59
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é.6t 4.5t 4.41
ó37 ó.18 6.03

¿55 2.sl 2.47
3.37 3.29 3.2t
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3.t2 3.30 3.27
4.Tt 4.74 4.68
ó.ó8 6.62 6.52

t0.2 lo.r 9.69

2.96 2.y 2.90
4.t0 4.6 ó.(x)
5.s2 5.6 5.37
7.98 7-g' 7.72

9.44
r9.5
39.4
99.4

5.18
E.óó

14.2
26.7

3.97 2.70 2.49 2.ß Ln¿¡.54 3.ó8 t.29 3.0ó 2.n
6.20 4.Tt 4.ll 3.8O 3.58
8.68 6.3ó 5.47 4.69 4.5ó

9-46 9.47 9.,!A 9.49
t9.5 t9.5 t9.5 19.5
39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5
99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5

5.t7 5.15 5.1,¡ 5.t3
8.ó2 a.57 8.55 8_53

t¿.t t4.o t3.9 13.9
26,5 26.3 26.2 26.¡

3.82 3.79 t.7a 3.76
s.75 5_69 5.6ó 5.63
4.4 8.3ó 8.31 8.26
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2.61 2.4A /9 2.t3
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4.47 4.t2 3.89 t.Tt
5.95 5.41 5.06 4.n

2.97 2.59 2.38
4.35 3.49 3.r0
5.87 4.46 3.8ó
8. lo 5.85 ¿ 94

2.72 2_70 2.67 2.61
3.68 3.ó.1 1.57 3.51
4.42 4.76 4.67 4.57
6.72 6.62 6.47 6.31

3.U
5.80
r-56

¡4.0

3.U 1.2t
1.62 ¡¡.56
6.13 6.33
9.72 9.55

2.87 2.U
3.9,1 3.87
5.t, 5.17
7.56 7.q

2.8a
1.t7
5.57
7.56

2.56 2.54
1.39 t.35
4. 49
5.9r 5.8¡

L44 2.42
3.t8 at4
¿.o3 3_9ó
5:3s s.6

2-19 2.2ß 2.14 2.05 1.98 l.9l 1.88
3.32 2-92 2-69 2.53 2.12 2.33 2.27
4.18 3.59 3.U 3.03 2.87 2.75 2.65
5.19 ¿¡.5t 1-t2 !.7O t.17 l.3O 3.1?

2.79 2-39 2.18 2.O4
4.00 .t.15 2.76 7.51
5.29 1.93 3.34 3 0r
7.08 4.98 4.13 3.ó5

2.25 2.t6 2.O9 2.U 2.00
2.r, 2.71 2.@ 2.5r 2.15
3.51 1-29 3.13 3.Ol 2.914.43 4.lO J.87 3.70 3_56

3.17 3.14 3.t2
¡f .50 1.43 4.,{O
6.21 6.12 6.tt
9.38 9.20 9.1I

2.æ 276 2.74
3.8r 3.71 3:?O
5.Í' 4.9ó 4.90
7.8 7.0ó 6.97

2.28 2.24
2.91 2^A5
1.ó¡ 3.5r
4.9 4.f)

2.75 2.35 2.11
1.92 3.07 2.68
5.r5 3.EO t.2t
6.85 4.?9 1.95

L2t 2.1ó 2.lz
2.79 2.71 2.61
3.41 3.29 3.20
6-12 4-14 4.00

2.50 2.46 2.42
3.2A 3.2¿ 3.15
4.m 4.10 4.æ
5.67. 5.52 5.3ó

2-38 2.y 2.Ð
!,91 3¡l 2.94
3.87 3.7' t.67
5.r¡ 4.96 ¿.81

TAbridged from Merringlon and ThomPson (1943) and published here with the kind permission of ¡he au¡hor and rhe editor of Biometrika-

source: Mardia, €t al (1982:492-3). Multivariato Analysis, London: Academic press.
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